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ABSTRACT

Globalization, technology, mobility, and immigration have blurred the lines that have
historically separated people and cultures. Increasingly, a central issue in global human relations
in the twenty-first century is a call for more empathy, individually and collectively. Society looks
to political, religious, nongovernmental, and business leaders to model communication that
demonstrates greater appreciation, respect, and understanding of others. This study explores how
conscious empathy can enhance cross-cultural leadership and serve as a basis for leader
development.
The first objective of the study is to investigate the enduring themes of empathy across
disciplines. A broad review of relevant literature leads to a focus on the representative work of
Bernard Lonergan and Otto Rank. Based on the review, I suggest that the essential
developmental components of empathy are self-knowledge, consciousness, motivation, a
nonjudgmental attitude, and relational listening. The nexus between self-reflexive consciousness
and the development of empathy has received little attention in the literature. Thus, the second
objective of the study is to explore approaches to developing human consciousness and
associated andragogical learning strategies as a means to expand the condition of empathy in
cross-cultural contexts. The learning theories of John Dewey, Jean Piaget, Lev Vygotsky, and
other constructivists who have followed their lead are emphasized. The two objectives,
understanding empathy and enhancing its development, are synthesized into a constructivist
learning model that can be used in leadership development and other educational contexts.
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INTRODUCTION

The Center for Building a Culture of Empathy, which describes itself as the “home of the
global empathy movement,” maintains an index of former US President Barak Obama’s
references to empathy. The index shows that Obama evoked the construct over a hundred times
in speeches and publications from 1995 to 2016.1 In 2018, former President Obama formed a
production company that will collaborate with Netflix to produce a series of stories intended to
promote greater empathy between people.2 Throughout his public life, Obama repeatedly
described an empathy deficit in US culture specifically and called for the cultivation of empathy
in a variety of contexts. Historians and futurists concur. Throughout her book Leadership in
Turbulent Times, historian Doris Kearns Goodwin underscores empathy as an essential quality
for leaders, particularly in challenging circumstances.3 In his book Leaders Make the Future,
futurist Bob Johansen identifies empathy as one of ten critical skills needed for global business
success in the coming decades.4
It may seem that empathy has no place in a competitive, egocentric capitalistic system
that encourages businesses to look after their own interests to maximize gain. Yet the father of
industrial capitalism, eighteenth-century economist and moral philosopher Adam Smith,
suggested that understanding others’ thoughts and feelings helps us identify and communicate
with others authentically and regulates egotistic behavior in business.5 Nearly three hundred
years later, empathy is recognized as a relevant construct in business and fundamental to
effective leadership.6 A handful of business publications with empathy and business as subject
terms began to appear in the early 1990s, but it was Daniel Goleman’s 1995 book Emotional
Intelligence that most definitively established the need for empathy in business. By 2005, “EQ,”
1

as it was called, was introduced into leadership assessment and development efforts across
numerous US corporations. Since then, research and literature on the topic has proliferated, but
little is said about teaching leaders how to empathize in a business context. This gap may be the
consequence of management literature’s longstanding characterization of empathy as a
personality trait endowed by nature, rather than a communication capability than can be
developed.7 While personality traits and temperament can certainly predispose leaders to behave
in a particular manner, they are by no means deterministic.
This study introduces a different construct of empathy, called empathic consciousness,
which is a capability that can be developed in leaders if we view empathy as a dialectical process
that we do with a high degree of self-awareness, with another, rather than something that we
are.8 Empathic consciousness is not a trait or a singular concept; rather, it is a dynamic process
of creating shared meaning and sustainable relationships. Without consciousness there would be
no empathy.9 Consciousness allows us to refer back to ourselves in context rather than search for
something universal. Consciousness constructs us. As such empathy may be best studied in a
constructivist paradigm. Constructivism, which is thought to have emerged in the eighteenth
century with Enlightenment philosopher Giambattista Vico, contends that there is no
unconstructed objective reality; individuals alone are responsible for their thinking and
understanding of the experiential world.10 Constructivism gained greater recognition through the
work of early twentieth-century psychologist and epistemologist Jean Piaget. Rather than view
phenomena in Newtonian cause-and-effect terms, constructivism holds that knowledge is
socially constructed, but, in contrast to pure relativism, it suggests that knowledge that continues
to stand up to experience provides a temporary understanding, or, as philosopher Ernst von
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Glasersfeld suggests, “one viable way to a goal that we have chosen under specific
circumstances in our experiential world.”11
Drawing upon themes from several disciplines – namely, philosophy, psychology,
intercultural communications, sociology, and theology – and using a constructivist lens, this
study seeks to offer a framework for developing empathic consciousness.
Chapter 1 of the study examines the global trends impacting US leaders and their current
capability to meet the cross-cultural communication challenges. After arguing that there is a need
to address cross-cultural communication differently, the chapter then considers how developing
empathic consciousness in leaders might address the need. The study suggests that empathy be
reframed for business from an event, outcome, or trait to a powerful communication tool that has
the potential to move beyond the dualist “win-lose” thinking to a dialectical process that can
allows individuals to transcend their self-interest and consider the point of view of their business
partners.
Chapter 2 reviews theories and definitions of empathy over the last one hundred years,
noting the directional changes that surfaced as various disciplines explored the construct. The
goal is not to provide a detailed analysis of key movements, but rather to see the connections
between strands of academic research, much of which has occurred in isolation and at times in
conflict with others. In the review of the literature, a number of enduring themes underpin
empathy: (1) cognitive and affective aspects of the brain; (2) consciousness; (3) self-knowledge;
(4) contextual motivation; and (5) listening. These recurrent themes may suggest that developing
empathy requires attention to these concepts. In addition, I propose a new definition of empathy
that may be more suitable for exploring empathy through a constructivist lens.
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Chapter 3 explores how leaders might acquire the notion of empathic consciousness. The
perspectives of Bernard Lonergan and Otto Rank are examined and synthesized, suggesting that
the intentional focus and discipline of self-knowledge serves as the primary vehicle that can
expand the possibilities for the condition of empathy to occur. Lonergan’s transcendental method
is introduced as one approach that can develop a deeper level of self-knowledge that can address
inherent cultural and personal bias that stand in the way of understanding different perspectives.
Otto Rank’s theory of relational will serves as the foundation for exploring conscious
intentionality and patterns of relating. Together, they redirect the select themes into a construct
of acquirable empathic consciousness.
Chapter 4 examines constructivist strategies of development. Key tenets of constructivist
theory are identified and discussed, which has pragmatic utility for the educator and the
individual interested in developing empathic consciousness. Practical and efficacious examples
of constructivist learning approaches germane to empathy are presented.
Chapter 5 offers an example of how the research can be applied. A prototype of a
development model of empathic consciousness is introduced. The model synthesizes select
themes of empathy and integrates insights from four key scholars who have studied human
understanding and consciousness. Empathy is seen as a social construction that emerges from the
dialectical process rather than something that is discovered in the other. The constructivist view
creates an alternative to the present view of empathy as an event, outcome, or trait and offers a
third perspective, one that is co-created. The chapter concludes with recommendations for future
application of the model.
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CHAPTER 1
THE NEED FOR EMPATHY IN BUSINESS AND SOCIETY
Up to a half century ago, US business had little need to operate in a global world.1 The
last fifty years, however, have brought tremendous changes. Leaders today operate amid growing
globalization of competitors, customers, suppliers, and partners, and must increasingly consider
complex factors such as geopolitical uncertainty, international trade tensions, cyber threats,
increasing regulation, and volatility in capital markets.2 While a growing number of political
leaders currently promote nationalism and anti-globalism,3 the global economy is six times larger
today than in the mid-1960s.4 US corporations have also become larger and more global. For
example, the 500th company in the Fortune 500 has grown from $543 million in revenue in 1990
to $5 billion in revenue in 2014 – a fivefold increase.5 Cross-border mergers, acquisitions, and
joint ventures continue to increase in size and number as companies look for ways to access new
customers, diversify portfolios, and share research and development costs for new innovations.6
The increase in global trade and the diffusion of information technologies such as the
internet have shrunk economic distances and contributed to the shift in power from a bipolar to
multipolar economy.7 The United States is now highly interdependent with other nations. Global
trade accounts for approximately 30 percent of the US gross domestic product (GDP),8 with nine
of the top fifteen export markets to non-Western countries.9 Although growth is expected in
international markets over the next decade, major purchase decisions from buying centers
involve a greater number of people, resulting in longer decision times.10 High-value purchase
decisions can also evoke anxiety and strong feelings in customers, which may require leaders to
better detect and respond to subtle emotional states and belief systems in order to build trust.11
While the world may appear “flatter,” to borrow a term from Thomas Friedman, because of the
6

real-time technological connectivity, it would be a mistake to equate such globalization with
cultural homogenization or economic convergence.12 Neither the United States nor any other
country is expected to be a hegemonic power in the future, and cultural pluralism defines
contemporary societies and workplaces,13 resulting in narrowing levels of trust to national and
local circles.14
Many companies understand that regardless of the recent trend towards xenophobic,
protectionist attitudes, leaders must be prepared for cross-cultural business.15 Global trade
continues to expand and technology increases awareness of what other countries need and can
offer. For example, the US recently shifted its trade practices from multilateral to bilateral
partnerships in response to perceived trade imbalances.16 This shift likely places greater
emphasis on the skills of individual leaders to preserve historical relationships and build new,
productive relations.
Yet the question remains as to whether organizations are responding or adapting quickly
enough to facilitate cross-cultural communication to transact business in a manner that is
attentive to cultural, political, technological, and economic issues as they intertwine with
international opportunities.17 Intercultural communication scholar Edward T. Hall was one of the
earliest academics to identify the communication implications of globalization, due to what he
saw as the vast ethnocentrism of the United States and its heavy-handedness when dealing with
other nations.18 At the heart of ethnocentrism is a sense that one’s culture is the correct reality;
thus, other cultural worldviews may be ignored, dismissed, or minimized.19 According to a 2014
study conducted by Daniel, Xie, and Kedia, 40 percent of 836 companies surveyed reported
missing international business opportunities due to ethnocentric views and failure to understand
the needs of international customers.20 Indeed, over a half century since Hall’s publication of his
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influential The Silent Language, the American “brand” has connotations of arrogance and
unilateralism, and garners unfavorable views from its top trade partners.21
The economic landscape has changed so significantly in the last fifty years that the
United States is no longer the world's dominant economic power. Over the last ten years, China
is viewed as having more influence in the world and the US receives concerning unfavorable
ratings from its peers.22 The US share of foreign direct investment decreased from 45 percent in
1984 to only 12 percent in 2012, as developing nations supplanted developed nations in
capturing more foreign direct investment.23 The shift of power and emergence of new markets
brings rampant competition and different business models, decreasing the United States’ ability
to “call the shots” or control the outcome.24 Indeed, US leaders may see developing countries
and organizations leap ahead of what historically has been thought of as “developed” nations and
institutions, as Harvard professor Rosabeth Moss Kanter predicted almost ten years ago.25
Alongside the dramatic economic, political, and technological shifts, customer
expectations are more diverse. Even though US culture and products are ubiquitous, their use and
meaning vary greatly in other countries.26 Nine of the ten most populous countries have
collectivist cultural norms and values that differ significantly from those of the United States.27
The trend will continue as global population expands from 7 billion in 2016 to more than 9.7
billion by 2050.28 Under these changing conditions and the dominance of collectivist cultures
and other economic models, democratic capitalism may not be economically sustainable or
socially desirable.29 How can the US not only survive but thrive in the current global
marketplace? How can US organizations design products, services, or experiences that meet
customer expectations if they do not understand customer values, wants, or needs? Leaders who
are more culturally attuned are one possible answer.
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US Leaders need new capabilities to adapt and thrive in a global environment. Many
leaders continue to rely on short-term, transactional mindsets and skill sets from the postwar era,
which may be less effective in a world that is economically shifting globally from West to East
and South30 where there are different ways of thinking, communicating, and behaving. Although
globalization is not a new phenomenon, working across cultures continues to bring challenges
with language barriers and differences in constructs of time, territoriality, and styles of
communication.31 The majority of US leaders are monolingual and their inability to understand,
speak, read, and write in world languages has adverse implications in business.32 Language
differences are not the only challenge. Gestures carry different meanings; disagreement may be
indirect, emotional expression, and the ways in which trust is developed can vary greatly
between cultures.33 While US leaders today spend most of their time communicating with
customers, partners, and employees, their stakeholders report significant gaps in their
communication capabilities.34
Business leaders in the United States, who historically have been highly ethnocentric, are
not sufficiently prepared for greater cross-cultural dialogue and collaboration. They may
struggle, and perhaps fail, to keep pace with the global marketplace unless they learn to
understand and interact with vastly distinct cultures,35 which is one reason why business and
communications experts alike identify relational skills such as empathy as high-demand business
skills in the twenty-first century.36

Past and Present Efforts to Prepare Leaders

9

When US corporations began investing more overseas in the late 1970s and early 1980s,
many looked to academia for guidance to equip leaders with skills and strategies for cultivating
quality interactions that would create a competitive advantage.37 The fields of cross-cultural
communication focused on identifying cognitive, affective, and behavioral dimensions of
intercultural competence, and intercultural communication, which took a more developmental
focus, offered a number of frameworks and assessments to expand the knowledge of what it
takes for individuals to successfully adjust and work in other cultures.38 The national culture
studies offered by Hampden-Turner, Trompenaars, and Hofstede in the 1990s helped move
intercultural education beyond personality characteristics to a focus on broader cultural patterns
of difference such as power distance or individualism/collectivism.39 Today, approximately 55
percent of larger US firms offer some type of formalized cross-cultural training for leaders going
abroad.40 Yet the majority of leaders in overseas assignments continue to face difficulty adapting
to other cultures.41 Cross-cultural communication skills are reported to be some of the least
effective leadership skills, domestically and internationally.42 Many frameworks meant to
prepare leaders focus on singular dimensions and have proved unreliable.43 The development of
cross-cultural understanding requires something more.
The larger cross-cultural challenges for leaders are not intellectual but relational errors.44
For example, failing to see oneself in appropriate relation to another can lead to missing
important cues.45 Some recent studies have shown that individuals who view themselves as
powerful are less adept at reading social cues or taking the perspective of others.46 As the
pioneering communication theorist Paul Watzlawick famously stated, we “cannot not
communicate,” and we tend to overlook interpretative context, power dynamics, and manners of
organizing that produce far greater meaning than what is actually said.47 Learning this “silent
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language,” to use Hall’s term, can be an important aspect of sharpening one’s perceptual acuity
and sensitivity in cross-cultural relations.
Building on Hall’s work, interculturalist Milton Bennett suggests that understanding
someone from another culture involves gaining an intercultural sensitivity to differences, which
can be achieved with empathy.48 Specifically, Bennett’s Development Model of Intercultural
Sensitivity identifies “adaption” as a stage of development in which empathy is crucial if one is
to recognize differences in others and shift cultural perspectives and behavior in culturally
appropriate and authentic ways. Bennett views empathy as a temporary shift in frame of
reference so that one construes events “as if” he were the other person.49 The model holds that it
is precisely at this stage where cultural differences are bridged and two-way communication can
be strengthened, but unfortunately studies conducted on the Development Model of Intercultural
Sensitivity found that only a small percentage of individuals in the United States or abroad
operate at this level.50 Many studies show that only a minority of leaders demonstrate high
proficiency in a range of perceptual and social skills, including listening and empathy.51 This
study suggests that the prerequisite needed to employ greater levels of empathy in cross-cultural
dealings is greater self-knowledge. Leaders report their own shortcomings operating outside of
their culture. For example, in one large-scale, cross-industry study, leaders evaluated their most
effective skills as communicating, interacting, and building consensus, but they rated the same
skills as their least developed when they worked across cultures.52
Managers and leaders also face a cacophony of other issues that challenge traditional
ways of leading and managing. The challenges may range from disruptive technologies and
heightened regulatory scrutiny to shrinking economies, increased competition, and evolving
labor demographics.53 Many corporate chairs and chief executive officers (CEOs) are aware of
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these demands on their leaders and have stepped in to fill relational gaps and engage directly
with customers. In two recent studies, CEOs have prioritized customer needs, rather than
advancing business objectives, as the second most important challenge they plan to address.54
Have one person personally listening and attending to customers is an important but
unsustainable solution. As global interdependencies continue to pervade business, the need for
greater cross-cultural understanding is not limited to the CEOs or the fraction of leaders who
work abroad. Domestic leaders also interact with foreign customers and partners in shorter
intervals or through technological media and require intercultural skills.
One way to develop these advanced relational skills may be to look at those who have
been effective. Throughout American business history, exceptional leaders have successfully
bridged cultures and navigated unfamiliar and complex terrain. At Harvard Business School, a
study of more than one thousand CEOs and founders of American companies in each decade
from 1900 to 1999 found that the most successful leaders were those who had the perceptual
acuity and ability to shift their behavior from one situation to another.55 Referred to as contextual
intelligence, a term borrowed from the American psychologist Robert Sternberg, this skill is
chiefly characterized by awareness and sensitivity to people and their environments, and the
ability to adapt to achieve a better fit.56 While the study noted different contextual forces and
challenges with each decade, the common factor among the most successful leaders was their
ability to sense and act upon contextual factors in the creation, growth, or transformation of
businesses. While the study culminates by identifying three executive archetypes, each of which
possess a keen sensitivity to their environment, little is offered on how one develops contextual
intelligence.57
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Numerous researchers have suggested that understanding context is critical to
understanding another person’s or culture’s construction of reality.58 Hall suggests that although
context is rarely adequately described or acted upon, it is critical because context gives structure
and meaning to our world.59 According to Hall, contextual intelligence is “paying attention to the
right things.”60 Clinical psychologist George Kelly suggested that humans implicitly exclude
elements in a context, and what is implicitly denied is more focal to the person’s intent than what
is affirmed.61 Kelly would have said that contextual intelligence should be understood first by
looking at what is possible in the present and future, and then noting what is perceptually
negated and verbally affirmed.
Contextualizing can be seen as the process of perceiving, selecting, associating, and
discarding information to make sense of the whole experience, including the possibilities and the
meta-patterns operating at environmental, cultural, and individual levels. Having such a
contextual understanding helps to determine the nature of the communication and behavior of the
people in the culture.62 Yet developing this capability requires a leader to first know himself. This
study uses the term empathic consciousness to refer to the process with which leaders can
develop the type of self-knowledge that allows them to detect and adapt to the environmental,
cultural, and individual dimensions operating in a given context.

Significance of the Study

This study explores an approach to developing empathic consciousness in US leaders.
This work is timely and important in the context of three contemporary circumstances: the
increasing complexity of the global marketplace; insufficient leadership capabilities in
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understanding others, specifically among US leaders; and a gap in empathy and management
literature regarding how to develop empathy in leaders.

Increasing Global Complexity
The growth and complexity of the global business environment is not likely to ease. Most
larger US companies see the global market as increasingly important and anticipate international
growth in the next ten years.63 At the same time, what may also be featured on leaders’ radar is
the growing technology convergence, metastasizing physical and cyber terrorism, economic and
social shifts, individualism as a global phenomenon, and unforeseen global forces.64 For
example, the ability of bad actors to use technology to destroy trust on a large scale can easily
distract leaders from what will remain the same – the need for human-to-human communication
to understand others, build trust, and create mutually agreeable solutions. The Institute for the
Future’s Identity 2030 study surfaced trust as a core value in the emerging relationship
economy.65 Empathic leaders can advance person-to-person communications and build the trust
that may elevate the discussion towards mutually beneficial aims.

Insufficient Leadership Capabilities
Since business has had a profound impact on the evolution and prosperity of society in
the twentieth century, the development of business leaders is likely to be crucial for continued
growth in the twenty-first century.66 What can we expect from the emerging generation of
leaders, and are we adequately preparing them for global leadership?
One of the more effective ways to develop sensitivity to another culture is to thoughtfully
immerse oneself in that culture. Learning a foreign language alone cannot provide the contextual
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intelligence needed for effective communication.67 Yet only about 2.3 percent of US
undergraduate students participate in a study abroad program for any sufficient duration, and the
vast majority do so in Western countries.68 Even programs that include international residency
have mixed results in increasing intercultural sensitivity or competence and, at times, can even
decrease it and challenge the “social contact” hypothesis that suggests that increased contact with
diverse peoples increases tolerance and solidarity, and reduces ethnocentrism.69 At a minimum,
immersing and interacting in other cultures successfully requires one to be self-aware.
Management gurus have long suggested that the most effective leaders are reflective and
self-aware, yet after decades of leadership development interventions totaling billions of dollars,
corporations still struggle to develop an adequate amount of emotional intelligence or global
business acuity.70 The pipeline of talent coming into business will likely not be any better,
considering that empathy levels among US college students have declined each year since 1979,
with steepest declines after the year 2000.71 Even students who enter university with higher
levels of empathy have been shown to have empathic levels decline over the course of their
studies.72 Scholars have speculated that the decline in empathy among US college students may
be due to increased technology use, the pace of modern society, changes in traditional family
structure and rituals, and an overemphasis on the individual.73 For example, a recent spike in
narcissism has been correlated with impaired empathic abilities.74
Declining levels of empathy are not the only challenge. Over 70 percent of a similarly
aged cohort of young adults, representing the largest segment of the US workforce, report that
they are either not engaged or are actively disengaged from their jobs and companies.75 This
disengagement likely impacts the customer experience.76 Harvard political scientist Robert
Putnam has written a number of books arguing that the sense of isolation and personal
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disconnection that characterizes contemporary US culture is the result of a growing lack of
involvement in social institutions and the increased use of technology, particularly among postbaby boom generations.77 Pew research may support such views, suggesting that use of social
media by US adults has increased nearly tenfold from 7 percent in 2005 to 65 percent in 2015,
with young adults ages 18 to 29 reporting 90 percent usage.78 Henry Mintzberg suggests that
while the internet may be enhancing networks, it also fuels a frenetic over activity that
disconnects people from what matters, and weakens communication.79
The increasing reliance on technology, and the emergence of the “me generation,” is
compounded by a decreased interest in the humanities across US colleges and universities.80 To
increase US competitiveness, greater emphasis has been placed in the science, technology,
engineering, and math (STEM) disciplines, which may be developing leaders functionally but
not holistically. Technical capabilities are certainly essential to the technology-connected twentyfirst century, but the demand for social interaction skills has increased significantly.81
Unfortunately, these skills, which include self-awareness, empathy, and intercultural competence
are not prioritized in higher education.82
Regardless of the reasons for reported declining levels of empathy, most US college
graduates will work in business,83 and many will have global responsibilities that will require
them to understand and appreciate different perspectives.

A Continued Gap in the Literature
The continued proliferation of empathy scholarship in the twenty-first century suggests
that it is an important concept, including in business. While there are over thirty thousand
publications on the subject, and much has been written about the need for empathy, few authors
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identify how to develop empathy in adults or in business. Basic empathy may be innate, but more
advanced levels of empathy require intentional development and discipline.84 One reason for this
gap in the literature is that developing empathy is quite difficult. As Bateson notes, “empathy is
discipline,” with the self our greatest tool.85 Understanding unfamiliar issues and people requires
a significant amount of mental and emotional energy.
This study focuses on the individual self as the basic unit of investigation. The
development of the self is within the locus of individual control. Even in interpersonal relations
individuals can change the outcome of an interaction through their own behavior. I would argue
that not only will organizations and their customers benefit from leaders who have enhanced
empathic facility, but business leaders themselves will also derive greater personal satisfaction
through deeper, more meaningful human connections.

Research Questions

Four research questions frame my inquiry and goal of closing the empathy gap in global
business dealings.

1. What major themes emerge in the empathy literature?
2. How do these themes shape the concept of acquirable empathic consciousness?
3. How can empathic consciousness be developed in leaders?
4. How can research be applied into a framework to guide the development of empathic
consciousness?

This project is guided by certain epistemological and methodological assumptions.
Foremost, constructivism underpins the project’s basic epistemology. However, in contrast to
17

idealistic constructivist positions, this project does not see nature as solely a social construction;
instead, I take the view that humans are making social constructions within how things stand in
the world. As Kelly suggests, “the open question for man is not whether reality exists or not but
what he can make of it.”86
To that end, critical realism underpins the methodological approach in the project,87
specifically drawing upon the work of philosopher and theologian Bernard Lonergan. Like other
constructivists, Lonergan acknowledges the social construction of experiential phenomena but
suggests that knowing is not only the immediacy of sense perception, nor simply the meaning we
intuit or construct from sensory operations, language, or symbols “out there.” Critical realism
takes into account constructed reality and processes it through a critical examination of
conscious operations, leading to an “objective” knowledge of oneself, which Lonergan calls
“authentic subjectivity.”88 Such critical reflection occurs at various levels of intelligence and can
yield self-knowledge that allows one to make committed acts rather than feel paralyzed by not
being able to find ultimate truth.89 Constructivism and critical realism share a common history
that has its roots in Kant’s notion that we can examine the conscious operations by which we
construct our experiences, and the awareness of those operations can help us construct our reality
differently.90

Limitations

This study is not meant to provide a theory of empathy or a scientific method to develop
empathy. The main purpose of the study is to identify key themes of empathy across disciplines
and explore strategies that can enhance conscious empathy in cross-cultural leadership. The
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findings will by synthesized into a prototype for developing conscious empathy and introduced
as an example of how the research could be applied and tested in business settings. Although I
refer to numerous empirical studies, findings, and theories throughout this thesis, these data are
not intended to offer any objective truth; rather, they reflect prevailing social constructions.
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CHAPTER 2
THEORIES AND DEFINITIONS OF EMPATHY
Ever since the word empathy was introduced into the English vocabulary, just over a
hundred years ago,1 it has been explored extensively across disciplines.2 Scholarly interest in the
construct has historically followed either an affective or a cognitive track,3 with varying
definitions and methods of inquiry as shown in Appendix A. The life sciences investigate
empathy as an immediate, automatic, and biologically evolved ability. The social sciences study
empathy as a cognitively developed retrospective grasp of another person’s thoughts and
feelings. Neither examine empathy as a future-oriented dialectical process to co-create
understanding, which is one of the concerns of this study.
To understand empathy as a dialectical process, we must understand what underpins the
nature of a construct. This chapter answers my first research question: What major themes
emerge in the empathy literature? I approach this question in four steps. First, I examine the
historical challenges and opportunities with empathy. Second, I differentiate empathy from
related constructs, such as sympathy and compassion. Third, I introduce a conceptual framework
to organize the research. As a part of the review, I explore Dutch primatologist Frans de Waal’s
attempt to integrate the elements into an explanatory model, which provides theoretical and
pragmatic utility. I conclude the chapter by identifying seven key themes that emerge in this
literature review, which then set the stage for the remaining three chapters.

Challenges with Empathy
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Historically, quantifying and explaining how empathy works have been challenging for
writers and researchers. Empathy involves a collection of non-linear yet connected, cognitive,
affective, and behavioral processes and situational factors.4 To navigate the complexity,
researchers have studied specific variables,5 using different methods, terminology, and tools,
which have yielded different outcomes.6
Attempts to quantify empathy have presented numerous challenges, perhaps best
exemplified in two interdisciplinary meta-analyses. One meta-analysis of eighty quantitative
studies in the social sciences identified fifty-three different measures of empathy and ten distinct
conceptualizations of the construct.7 A second study identified the thirty-six different instruments
used to measure empathy, all of which lack predictive validity.8 The construct has been
characterized as complex, multilayered, and opaque.9 The academic study of empathy remains
challenging, but has not deterred additional research.
In the early 2000s, neuroscience has attempted to advance our understanding of the
biology of empathy as a neurologically distributed process involving emotions, memories, and
sensations.10 Today, scientists can better explain the biologic process11 and are able to isolate
parts of the brain involved in empathy.12 However, identifying structures of the brain where
empathy is activated has not yet provided a way to develop the capacity for empathy in
humans.13
The social sciences have also been unsuccessful in providing a holistic explanation and
understanding of empathy. Frustration with the construct has led some social scientists to wonder
whether developing empathy is even worth the effort. Management professor Adam Waytz, for
example, suggests that the energy expended in empathy could be preserved for one’s immediate
family, while American psychologist Steven Pinker argues that the pursuit of empathy is dubious
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because it is utopian to think we can empathize with strangers as we do with family.14 Instead,
these critics call for “rational compassion,” characterized by careful, calculated reasoning and
distant compassion.15 Using a term from the German philosopher Martin Buber, they suggest an
“I-It” objectification of others,16 which is achieved by avoiding emotional dimensions in
interpersonal relations.17 Such a view assumes business dealings are static, rational affairs and
ignores the dynamic, irrational dimensions that also exist.
Avoiding emotions has a long history in the wake of the Enlightenment. Yet many
researchers claim that emotion is the bedrock of empathy.18 The American neuroscientist Antonio
Damasio has conducted extensive research showing the interdependencies of affect and cognitive
empathy. At the most basic level, Damasio found that background emotions are always operating
and essential to regulating the body. Cognitively, Damasio found that every image perceived in
the external world or generated in the mind is accompanied by emotion.19 Further, he argues that
emotions are triggered outside of conscious awareness, from unattended thoughts, unknown
dispositions, or unperceived bodily states, which underscores the importance of selfknowledge.20 Other researchers have noted the role that emotions play between all individual and
group interactions. Otto Rank posits that all relationships are characterized by an emotional
tension of wills.21 Freud suggests that emotional ties constitute the essence of the group mind
such that people are held together in groups by emotions, and group members allow themselves
to be influenced by suggestion to keep harmony.22 It appears that emotions are an inherent aspect
of human experience and may play an integral role in understanding others. The emotions that
underlie empathy may provide data that help make sense of unfamiliar people and environments,
and give us a broad, integrated sense of a situation. In a sense, emotions may offer what reason
cannot. Yet resistance to include emotion in serious scientific inquiry remains.
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Opportunities for Empathy in Business Interactions

Even though studying, explaining, and measuring empathy is challenging, we are still
prompted to ask whether empathy has the potential to create mutual benefit and, as MerleauPonty suggested, a relationship that is somehow more real than either party can create alone.23 If
the objective is to more fully understand others in a larger, more diverse business environment,
developing a more holistic form of empathy in leaders may prove fruitful. As US businesses
continue to expand to the East and South, it may be essential to remember that many nonWestern cultures do not place the same reliance on rational cognition to understand others.
Collectivist cultures such as those in Arab, Latin American, and Asian countries focus more on
subjective experiences, relational power, status, and respect than do Western cultures. Relational
power, for example, is co-created, interactive, and has affect as its foundation.24 In addition,
emotion permeates the daily lives of adults,25 a phenomenon that has garnered significant interest
from behavioral economists who see emotions as providing information necessary for human
understanding. Desires are underpinned by emotions, and many of the basic human emotions
have been found to be universal across cultures and may provide the first sources of data in
understanding people of other cultures, particularly when there are language differences.26
It is not enough, however, just to understand others. Leaders must also make good
decisions in global business dealings. Researchers suggest that emotions provide data and
feedback as they interact with cognition and allow us to predict reactions of others and make
decisions that guide behavior and moral judgments.27 In this view, emotions are not simply
primitive physical reactions; rather, emotions facilitate judgment by constantly assessing and
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evaluating context and situation.28 Paradoxically, the process of controlling emotions requires
reason, but to reason and make rational decisions, we need emotion, particularly in personal and
social matters involving conflict and risk.29 In short, these researchers suggest that there is no
cognitive intelligence without emotional intelligence.30 Affective empathy specifically has been
shown to provide a richer somatic, sensory, and physical understanding than cognitive empathy
alone.31 Perhaps that is why self-aware leaders who are adept in affective and cognitive
approaches of understanding others are highly differentiated and in demand.32
Empathy may prove to be good for business and may offer US leaders relational
proficiency to increase professional success and personal enjoyment.33 Clients respond more
favorably when they feel understood, which in turn reflects favorably on the leader.34
Empirically, in Western cultures, empathy has been shown to strengthen communication and
relations,35 improve one’s abilities to anticipate and adapt to others,36 develop self-knowledge,37
help regulate emotions,38 and improve product design.39 Empathy is seen as necessary for social
interaction, and most people possess the capability.40 A number of scholars suggest that empathy
also offers a unique vehicle for self-knowledge.41 Since self-knowledge facilitates cooperation,
tolerance, and acceptance, it may grow in importance in a society that is increasingly diverse,
urbanized, and more politically and economically divided.42
Few may deny that empathy exists. Most agree empathy plays an essential role in
interpersonal communications. Adults continue to develop the neurological operations associated
with empathy well into adulthood. Hartshorne and Germine’s comprehensive analysis of 48,537
adults found that emotional perception improves until age forty, and remains stable until sixty
years of age.43 Nature and nurture facilitate the development of empathy. Several studies have
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documented success with deliberate attempts to increase empathic understanding and
communication in adults.44

The Construct of Empathy

This section begins by examining the construct of empathy. A construct suggests that
something may exist in our minds but may not be directly observable or may not conjure an
image in our minds as might an idea or notion of something tangible. The construct of empathy is
often used interchangeably with sympathy and compassion. Prior to the first use of the word
empathy in the English language in 1909,45 Enlightenment scholars referred to sympathy.46 Early
twentieth-century psychology scholars began to make finer distinctions between empathy and
sympathy. They studied empathy in a piecemeal fashion, often only focusing on specific
cognitive or affective aspects of the phenomenon, which resulted in a fragmented understanding
of the construct. Several modern scholars who have investigated the construct have chosen to
avoid the academic baggage and impasse associated with the word empathy and to use a different
term to explain the phenomenon. Pinker, for example, deliberately uses sympathy instead of
empathy.47 Others, including Stephanie Preston and Frans de Waal, conflate multiple constructs,
because one can sympathize, empathize, and have compassion in the same interaction.48
This study, however, distinguishes between sympathy, compassion, and empathy.
Sympathy originates from the Latin sumpathes – sum (with) and pathos (feeling) – and refers to
the feeling of pity or sorrow for another’s suffering, stemming largely from a conditioned reflex
that reawakens our own past experience.49 Darwin explained that “we are impelled to relieve the
sufferings of another, in order that our own painful feelings may at the same time be relieved.”50
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The sympathizer does not need to understand the victim’s state of mind or share his or her
emotions, but has his or her own emotional reaction to the victim’s situation. The focus of feeling
in sympathy is on oneself, with the assumption that the other feels and thinks as we do. Milton
Bennett describes the ethnocentric nature of sympathy as a projection.51 Many charitable
organizations rely on sympathy to elicit donations. According to neuroscientists, the act of
sympathizing releases dopamine, a neurotransmitter associated with reward, which may make
charitable giving satisfying.52
Compassion, from the Latin campati (suffer with), is evoked by the awareness of a more
acute negative circumstance than in sympathy. There is a deeper care and concern for the
suffering of others, and bodily sensations may be actively expressed with compassion that
generally are not part of sympathy.53 Compassion may be viewed as an extension of sympathy
and is often accompanied by action. Like sympathy, the feelings in compassion are self-oriented
as the observer feels personal acute distress for another’s plight.
Sympathy and compassion are admirable qualities, but they are not empathy. Although all
three constructs may share some instinctual aspects, human empathy integrates instinctual and
cognitive elements, and relies on motivation and greater metacognitive abilities. Empathy
originates from the Greek empatheia – em (in) and pathos (feeling) – referring to a “feeling
into.” Edward Titchener borrowed the German word Einfuhlung, first used by Robert Vischer in
1873, to describe the projection of self into an object of beauty, and translated it into the English
empathy.54 Some scholars summarize the distinction thusly: sympathy and compassion are a
feeling for another, while empathy is a feeling with another.55 This feeling with another involves
an intersubjectivity, a philosophical term that refers to a coupling that exists between conscious
minds. Empathy relies on using oneself to internally simulate affective and cognitive states of
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others and, interestingly, the process can change both individuals. The conscious linking of
minds is what allows us to move empathy beyond an event or instinct to conscious dialogue with
intended outcomes.
Another key distinction of empathy is that it involves attending to the thoughts and
feelings of the other, as the other is experiencing them. Interculturalist Milton Bennett aptly
portrays this perspectival distinction in suggesting that we adopt the Platinum Rule in addition to
the Golden Rule. The Platinum Rule suggests that we “do onto others as they themselves would
have done unto them.”56 The other-focused nature of empathy is not restricted to the suffering of
others, but employs greater cognitive skills, such as curiosity, imagination, and judgment, to
understand the meaning of pleasant and unpleasant feelings and perspectives of another.
As the observer seeks to understand by first intentionally connecting with another, he
listens and observes cognitive and affective patterns in how another makes sense of the world.
The observer may test and refine assumptions and interpretations to get a closer approximation
of another’s outlook. Later the observer returns the focus to self to examine what he has learned
for hiself. In this self-reflexive process, the observer’s own feelings, thoughts, and behaviors are
changed by what is learned, as are the other’s.57 Through a Hegelian-like dialectical process, as
each communicates understanding of the other, a third mutual understanding emerges.58 The
constructivist view suggests the goal of empathy is not to acquire and possess essentialized
knowledge of self and others, as can be seen in some of the historical research questions and
definitions of empathy in Appendix A, but rather to understand that empathy is a continually
unfolding communication process of co-creating meaning. As such, I define empathy as “a
dialectical process of understanding the meaning of one’s experience.” The objective is not to
imitate or adopt the other’s actual thoughts and feelings, but rather to engage in a dialogue to
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understand how the other is making sense of his experience and to explore one’s own sense
making as a result. In this view, empathizing has the potential to change both parties.

Hoffman’s Organizing Framework of Types of Empathy

Having briefly explored the history of empathy and distinguished the term from similar
constructs, we move now toward building a satisfactory framework for understanding empathy
research so that we may be able to understand how to develop a greater capacity to empathize.
Psychologist Martin Hoffman, who investigated empathy in animals and humans for forty
years,59 developed a conceptual typology that identifies five types of empathy that fall into two
categories: automatic and representational.60 Human empathy involves both categories.61 In the
following pages, we will be guided by Hoffman’s typology.
Hoffman’s framework includes three types of automatic empathy: motor mimicry,
classical conditioning, and direct association. These evolutionary-based forms of empathy are
thought to be largely involuntary and preverbal, relying on neural processes of perception and
emotion.62 Most researchers agree that the automatic forms of empathy evolved in animals and
humans to enhance adaptation and survival, and facilitate social interactions. Motor mimicry is
the reactive imitation of another’s postural, vocal, or facial expression, which produces feelings
similar to those experienced by the other. Adam Smith referred to mimicry in 1759 as he
described the natural reaction of physically imitating another when observing their distress.
Since then, numerous researchers have established mimicry at birth.63 Classical conditioning is a
nonverbal contagion that occurs as one becomes conditioned to feel a similar distress
experienced in the other.64 Direct association is feeling another’s distress as a result of one’s
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direct association with a similar past experience.65 These involuntary responses can provide the
most important and unfiltered cues for understanding one’s own and other’s emotions, since
certain neural-based emotions and facial expressions are believed to be universal.66
In contrast, representational empathy includes two types: mediated association, and
role/perspective taking. These cognitive forms of empathy rely more on imagination, language,
co-construction, and consciousness. Empathy develops as cognitive abilities evolve throughout
childhood.67 In mediated association, language communicates another’s state. Hearing a stranger
verbalize his situation allows the observer to connect to another’s plight using one’s
experience.68 Role or perspective taking involves imagining how one might feel based on what
we know about the person, thus evoking an empathic response in ourselves.69 We will now
explore further automatic and representational forms of empathy.

Automatic Forms of Empathy

Automatic empathy is an emotional resonance with another. Nietzsche suggested that
similarity increases the likelihood that we will treat another as an equal, which increases
survival.70 The sharing of emotions contributes to feeling another’s distress, which, in turn, may
facilitate helping behaviors. Infants rely on emotional empathy to perceive but this ability
weakens as they learn to inhibit expression and imitate.71 Neurologically, automatic responses
decrease with increased functioning of the prefrontal cortex.72 For example, toddlers increase
their ability to segment representations of self and other as their prefrontal cortex develops.
Numerous systematic studies have shown that by age two, children begin to show signs of
genuine empathy towards others. They can detect a feeling that they do not personally feel and
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respond with concern and care.73 It may also be worth noting that an automatic empathic
response does not suggest that it is noncognitive or uncontrollable.74 Nor are automatic responses
restricted to animals or children, as adults continue to display this involuntary dimension of
empathy. Hoffman suggests that without these involuntary distress cues, adults could lose
empathic connection with others.75 Empathic connections lead to reactions that involve a
dynamic interplay between automatic and conscious brain processes.76 This section explores
each type of automatic empathy in greater detail, drawing upon foundational research that has
shaped current understanding.

Motor Mimicry
French philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty captured one of the essential bodily aspects
of empathy when he wrote, “I live in the facial expression of the other, as I feel him living in
mine.”77 Motor mimicry involves automatic imitating of another’s postural, vocal, or facial
expression of feeling, prompting the brain to produce feelings in the observer that match the
other.78 The capability is thought to be an innate, largely nonconscious, biological process
universally present in humans.79
German psychologist Theodore Lipps was one of the first researchers to document motor
mimicry.80 Lipps studied the process of inner imitation by observing how individuals
contemplate art. He noted how automatically and swiftly they lose sense awareness, and
experience the object as if they disappeared and became the object.81 He then applied his
findings to how humans perceive others through their senses, how they internalize and
simultaneously experience what the other feels. This person-to-person process involves a greater
number of senses, but it is the fusion of the different senses that surface new insights from the
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imagination.82 While Lipps examined the introspective aspects of empathy, his student British
psychologist Edward Titchener was instrumental in identifying the linkage between “feeling
into” images and the corresponding muscular sensation, which led to a “grasp” of another’s state.
Titchener described this process as empathy,83 “a natural tendency to feel ourselves into what we
perceive or imagine,”84 but also as willful and deliberate effort to step outside of self and into the
experiences of others. Titchener’s concept of empathy changed over time, but he continued to see
it as a process of reading or feeling into others.85
Since Lipps’ and Titchener’s early twentieth-century research, motor mimicry has been
widely studied and explained, most notably by using the example of the mother–child bond
whereby each is emotionally affected by the state of the other.86 Although the capability is
thought to be innate since newborns imitate a variety of facial gestures and expressions,87 to
develop properly the mother or caregiver must be responsive and attentive to her child’s social
and emotional cues.88 The quality of infant care has been shown to regulate synaptic and
chemical properties of the brain, gene expression, and the constitution of the body.89 Depressed
mothers, for example, have been shown to model fewer positive expressions and spend less time
matching the behavioral states of their infants than non-depressed mothers. These behaviors can
impair the infant’s imitation and general emotion regulation abilities, which are necessary for
empathy.90 The emotional linkage is also believed to have a profound effect on reproductive
success, providing unconditioned access to the infant’s emotional state as well as the desire to
help.91 Motor mimicry has other advantages as well. Researchers contend that observational or
imitative learning offered an evolutionary advantage, increasing survival as it may have led
others to new food sources and defend against predators.92
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Functionally, motor mimicry, as it relates to empathy, has been explained in many ways.
David Hume suggests that imitation is an innate, mechanical process that operates outside of
reason. Functionally, when one has a direct or proximate experience of an object, the mind
searches for similarity or contiguity in the object, which then automatically trigger and enliven
thoughts and ideas in the mind.93 Hume was one of the first philosophers to note that the more
similar another is to us, the easier it is to empathize, especially when there are similarities in
character, country, or language.94 Numerous researchers have reached similar conclusions, but
have attributed the ease of identification to different causes.95
Merleau-Ponty offered a more physical explanation for the function of motor mimicry,
suggesting that humans are born with a “corporeal or postural schema” that gives a sense of
possible movements and motor capabilities.96 American philosopher Evan Thompson suggests
the schema provides a primordial notion of a self that extends beyond a visual sense of one’s
features. The built-in mechanism gives newborns the ability to imitate.97
Most researchers, however, offer more genetic and neurological explanations. American
scientist and psychiatrist Myron Hofer suggests that this genetic ability stems from recognizable
and reliable communication patterns and behaviors embedded in the endocrine and
neurochemical systems of parents and infants.98 This view would be consistent with Dawkins’
assertion that capabilities such as mimicry and empathy evolved as a genetic imperative in a
species rather than simply a survival-of-the-fittest of an individual.99 The prevailing view is that
motor mimicry, while innate, originates from parental interaction that is then extended to others
outside of the family or social group.100
Preston and de Waal attribute the innate ability of non-human and human primate infants
to a hardwired neural perceptual action mechanism (PAM). They argue that the evolutionary-
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based mechanism is responsible for the infant’s ability to perceive and learn from the mother’s
expressions. Functionally, perception activates shared representations. These shared
representations have feeling states attached to them.101 The mother’s expressions and actions are
mapped onto existing representations of the infant who can then respond in a coordinated
fashion.102 The infant learns the mother’s behavior and, because of the relationship, develops
emotional regulation. The relationship between the two is interactional so that while the mother
influences the infant, the infant also influences the mother’s behavior.103 For example, a mother
hearing her infant crying prompts her to attend to and respond to the child, increasing the success
of both individuals.104 American psychologist Robert Plutchik offers a more psycho-evolutionary
theory that recognizes the pairing of neurological and emotional elements. Plutchik empirically
documented mimicry as a widespread phenomenon in animals and humans, and showed that the
imitation followed by affective communication involves eight seemingly universal emotions.105
Motor mimicry has also been widely documented in numerous adult studies outside of
the mother–child bond. Early scientific studies conducted in the 1930s relied on observational
methods. The empathic connection was explained as a process whereby one reads the emotions
of another, imitates the bodily pose, and then notices the emotions in self.106 These observational
and self-report approaches have yielded important insights but lacked reliability. Decades later,
more sophisticated technologies could record imperceptible and inaudible electrical activity of
muscle tissue using electrodes attached to the skin. Numerous empathy studies using
electromyographic (EMG) procedures have documented subtle mimicry in facial muscles of
college students as they observed photographs and videos of others displaying various
emotions.107 Similar studies have shown automatic imitation with stuttering, blinking, and speech
patterns.108 These studies found that individuals with higher levels of empathy are more facially
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reactive and possess a higher level of empathic accuracy.109 The utility of such procedures may
be in detecting rather than developing empathic capabilities.
Taken together, these studies suggest that motor mimicry, including interpersonal body
schemas for emotional contagion and facial imitation, leads to emotional mimicry,110 just as
Lipps and Titchener observed over a hundred years ago.
While much of the early research on motor mimicry was conducted in the first half of the
twentieth century, interest in the phenomenon re-emerged in the early twenty-first century with
the discovery of mirror neurons.111 Mirror neurons refer to the automatic process of neurons that
fire during concrete encounters between individuals. Vittorio Gallese, for example, pinpointed
mirror neurons that fire when a monkey performs an action while observing another primate
performing the same action, which then generates a similar emotional response. Certain emotions
such as fear and disgust have neural structures in the amygdala and insula, respectively.112 When
such emotions are observed, our direct experience of these same emotions allows us to map the
states of others directly onto ourselves. The firing facilitates an interdependence between people
that aids in the ability to read and predict intentions and future behavior.113
Since conscious perception appears to be the basis of empathy, and mirror neurons allow
humans to non-inferentially recognize gestures of others,114 some neuroscientists, most notably
Rizzolatti, Gallese, and Rifkin, have suggested that mirror neurons may explain the genetic basis
of empathy, an assertion that strikes some researchers as behavioral determinism115 or
incomplete since other explanations exist.116 Many researchers believe we are biologically wired
and evolutionarily designed to be deeply interconnected.117 While mirror neurons have been
associated with motor mimicry, the findings inform how motor mimicry works in animals but not
in humans.118 Some researchers have suggested mimicry as rapport-building strategy,119 allowing
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humans to initiate, prompt, or bolster empathy by giving individuals physical cues into their
internal physiological states rather than explain it.120
*

*

*

In summary, there appears to be widespread agreement among scholars that motor
mimicry is innate in humans. The evolutionary ability for empathy may include the interpersonal
body schemas for emotional contagion and facial imitation, which underpin empathy,121 but may
not be synonymous with empathy.122 In motor mimicry there is no separation between self and
other. Empathy requires a separation if one is to be able to understand the difference between
what one is feeling versus the affect of another. This notion was perhaps most poignantly
illustrated by Sigmund Freud in his 1921 monograph where he grapples with the irrationality of
the group mind. Freud contemplates how it is possible for a mass of people, such as an army, to
be eager to risk their lives and kill people they do not know. He concludes that the inability to
separate self from the group leader is a necessary aspect of the group mind. In a sense, one loses
oneself in another.123 As such, self-awareness and the ability to separate self from others may be
significant to empathy.
If motor mimicry is innate, then the developmental focus may need to be on increasing
awareness of when imitation is occurring, requiring face-to-face communication, rather than
currently popular technology-enabled communication.124 Noticing the largely nonconscious
processes allows us to learn what is important to another, which, in humans, invites conscious
questioning and communication that can lead to a shared understanding that might transcend
both individuals, as Husserl suggested.125

Classical Conditioning
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“Classical conditioning” is the term Hoffman uses to describe the process of pairing with
the cues of the other, resulting in feeling empathic distress when observing another’s distress.126
Unlike motor mimicry, which requires direct matching of the facial expression of another,
conditioning relies on nonverbal contagion that allows the observer to acquire independent
feelings of distress simultaneously when observing someone else in distress. The capacity has
been identified in newborns and is most characteristic in preverbal childhood years.127 That
tension is felt by the infant, who has her own feelings of distress to those she senses in the
mother. Initially, an infant learns conditioned responses of distress or happiness from the
caregiver and then the conditioning is expanded to others. The capability is thought to be
generalizable to others because humans share similar biological characteristics of structure,
organization, and function,128 and experience and process certain human predicaments (such as
loss, deprivation, injury) similarly.129
To explore conditioning in adults, consider a scenario whereby a client shares the news of
the death of his mother. The listener may not know the mother or the specific circumstances of
her death, yet may feel his own distress in hearing the unfortunate news. The empathic distress
may be automatic and conscious as one reflects on the implications or significance of the news.
While this study categorizes forms of empathy, those distinctions do not necessarily hold in all
practices of empathy, where various forms may overlap or occur simultaneously in ways that
could be described with new or broader categories. Perhaps a more significant point is that these
forms of empathy described here do not have a priori existence; rather, they are products of
various descriptive categories.

Direct Association
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Direct association operates so that as one observes another’s distressful situation, he is
reminded of a similar past experience, which results in analogous feelings. Unlike classical
conditioning, direct association requires the observer to have previous experiences that fit the
other’s situation. The more one has had similar experiences, the more likely they will have a
similar emotional state.130 Personal emotional experience is essential to the development of
empathy since it is difficult to understand the emotions of others without having experienced
some degree of the same emotion.131
Direct association responses in adults may occur individually and in groups.132 Consider
the example of attending a professional business meeting where a manager reprimands his
subordinate in front of customers for making a mistake. The observers’ immediate response may
be to feel shame or anger based on a similar feeling from past public reprimand by an authority
figure.
While Hoffman characterizes direct association as an automatic process, some
researchers suggest that it is difficult to say whether it is automatic or reflexive as so many
factors are involved. One’s prior attitude towards the individual, knowledge of the person and
situation, and one’s familiarity with the experience are factored into a conscious and
nonconscious appraisal and reappraisal that shapes the emergence of the experience of
empathy.133

Representational Forms of Empathy

Representational forms of empathy include mediated association and perspective taking
and rely on cognition to simulate another’s psychological state. Rather than occurring
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automatically, representational empathy requires an intention or motivation to understand
another. Functionally, representational empathy relies on consciousness and cognition to detect,
infer, validate, understand, and communicate the experiences of another. This is not to say,
however, that one can replicate the state of another. German philosopher Edith Stein suggested
that it is impossible to have an exact replica of another’s cognitive or affective state.134 In her
1916 doctoral dissertation, On the Problem of Empathy, Stein explains that while a person
attempting to empathize with another may share the same bodily symptoms, the content is
experienced differently for each because the reflection that occurs after an event is registered
bodily in both the unique personality and cultural background of each person. In Stein’s view,
empathy cannot be explained in causal, genetic, or behavioral terms; rather, it is explained by the
ability of humans to dynamically communicate with each other as sentient and mental beings.
Communication requires consciousness, a private, first-person phenomenon that brings together
an object and self into a unified mental pattern. Automatic forms of empathy require no
consciousness or a self–other distinction. Consciousness emerges from the interaction of physical
and cognitive processes in the brain,135 providing an individual with conscious feelings and a
sense of experience.136 While primates can observe emotions, and respond with facial and verbal
expressions, they lack the reciprocal interplay between thought and language that unifies in
images to create meaning.137 Thus, some researchers believe that representational forms of
empathy are exclusive to humans, while others point to evolution.138
Titchener, for example, saw consciousness as a fundamental property of all living things
and assumed there were degrees, levels, or types of consciousness, a view shared by many
scholars. Similarly, Damasio suggests that there are lower and higher forms of consciousness to
explain the evolutionary continuum.139 The most basic form is core consciousness, which is
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stable across the lifetime. This lower form of consciousness deals with the here and now, rather
than the future, and it may exist in some animals. The higher form, called complex
consciousness, is distinctively human and has many levels and grades. Soviet psychologist Lev
Vygotsky, the father of Russian psychology, described two types of consciousness – perceptive
and intellectual – with the latter accounting for unique abilities in humans.140 For example,
intellectual consciousness gives one an autobiographical sense of self and allows for past and
future reflection.141 Vygotsky’s view is consistent with that of Bernard Lonergan, who
distinguished between levels of consciousness, starting with sense perception to more advanced
levels that emerge from a rigorous process of inquiry and reflection.142
Human consciousness has been largely attributed to evolution, which is understandable
since complex consciousness subsumes processes from lower levels of core consciousness.143
However, there are other ways to explain consciousness outside of the reductionist paradigm.
American psychologist Julian Jaynes developed a different theory of how this intellectual or
higher form of consciousness developed in humans. In his magnum opus, The Origin of
Consciousness in the Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind, Jaynes explains that human
consciousness cannot be explained simply by biological evolution in the mammalian nervous
system; it is, rather, a culturally learned event that emerged as a result of social migration,
overpopulation, and new cross-cultural contact.144 According to Jaynes’ painstaking historical
and archeological analysis, prior to 1000 BCE, humans lacked meta-consciousness to reflect on
their thoughts, desires, and beliefs, or to create a mind space to hold and reflect on an interaction.
Damasio’s extensive research seems to support the view that consciousness allows feelings to be
known, which in turn allows humans to adapt to each other. Without consciousness, there would
be no empathy, since consciousness allows us to manipulate images in the mind, reflect, and
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make better decisions.145 Consciousness, then, will be an important theme in mediated and
perspective taking forms of representational empathy.
Notwithstanding the various explanations of consciousness, what distinguishes
representational from automatic empathy is metacognitive abilities that provide a sense of self
that is separate from others; expanded mental capacities such as imagination, language, abstract
thinking, reasoning; and greater control over responses. For example, verbal or written words can
convey the mental state of another and arouse an empathic response as we imaginatively place
ourselves in another’s experience. Even though the other person is absent, we can feel the
empathic response and generally can control our responses cognitively.146 The ability to turn our
thoughts and feelings on or off underscores the importance of motivation or intentionality in
representational empathy. Husserl may have aptly captured this intentionality when he
characterized empathy as a cognitive invitation to connect with another, which the other person
can accept or reject.147

Mediated Association
Mediated association involves communicating one’s state through written or oral
language. Language itself is not merely words but a symbolic psychological tool that measures
what we conceptually understand and is internalized through social relations.148 The process of
internalization provides meaning. Early childhood learnings about the nature of emotional
linkages are then extended to others outside the family.149 Humans, unlike most other mammals,
have prolonged periods of parental care and development that may significantly impact the
internalization process.150
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As humans mature and gain greater experience, they can empathize with others through
language. This unique ability may allow for creation of norms and culture, which promote
empathy and cooperation with unrelated people.151 Language is significant to empathy for other
reasons. Giving a name or noun to someone or something makes for a more intense relationship
and allows us to recreate something when it is absent.152 Language can also be useful when we
experience fear or trepidation in attempting to understand unfamiliar people or groups. Speaking
and repeating the name or noun of a feared thing can gradually reduce the anxiety about it, by
making it a matter of our attention.153 Language can also change the relational experience among
the parties. Verbalizing a commitment or promise, for example, signals one’s intentions to act a
certain way in the future.154
While Hoffman defines mediated association as oral or written language, it may be
necessary to expand the definition. Language is key to understanding ideas, but can be
insufficient in understanding emotions. Observation of body language, tone of voice, or listening
for what is not spoken may communicate another’s state.155 Even silence has its own language, at
times more powerful than words.156
Humans can perceive, think, reason, and even learn without any conscious awareness, but
language, as it relates to empathy, requires consciousness.157 Jaynes believed that consciousness
emerged after language developed. The role of language significantly expanded as humans found
the need to communicate with other humans as cultures combined. Jaynes posits that
consciousness allows us to self-reference. Consciousness also allows us to create a mind-space
and narration necessary for reflection.158 In a sense, Jaynes is suggesting that consciousness
propelled us beyond simply “survival of the fittest” to thrive through adaptation and acceptance
of others as separate and different from ourselves. Jaynes is significant if we consider that
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developing empathy may be synonymous with developing consciousness. If we see empathy
through a constructivist lens rather than simply as an innate response or an event to be construed,
we may employ different strategies. For example, language itself can generate consciousness that
can then be transferred to others.159 Verbalizing and naming an emotion, for example, can bring a
new consciousness that would otherwise not exist.160 With consciousness generated, individuals
can create a cognitive space to reflect, imagine, consider alternatives, and reconcile experiences
into meaning.161 Consciousness is, as Nietzsche suggested, the latest and most unfinished aspect
of man. Nietzsche believed that humans misunderstand and overestimate consciousness, and as a
result, the development of consciousness is thwarted.162 Damasio concurs, noting that while the
first recorded use of the word consciousness occurred in 1632, it wasn’t until the late twentieth
century that the construct was taken more seriously as a topic of scientific inquiry.163
There were, however, a handful of early twentieth-century scholars who did take
consciousness seriously. Otto Rank, an Austrian psychoanalyst and one of Freud’s colleagues,
developed an approach to understanding others through consciousness. Rank believed that all
consciousness is emotion that is expressed through one’s will, which is the force of energy that
an individual directs either inward or outward. To gain understanding of another, we observe and
then verbalize another’s will, creating a spontaneous experience that can be carried forward in
dialogue by the individuals. Vygotsky’s and Jaynes’ scholarship may offer more understanding of
Rank’s process and the role of language in the development of empathy.
Vygotsky examined the role of emotions, language, and consciousness in human
development, noting the importance of speech to internalizing learning.164 He rejected the
conventional view that learning is a process of absorbing, assimilating, and making associations
in memory. He also rejected the idea that learning occurs when a child chooses to abandon
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spontaneous concepts in favor of thinking more systematically, as Jean Piaget believed. Instead,
Vygotsky believed that learning involved a dialectic of inner and outer speech. Inner speech is
spontaneous, emotional, private, for oneself; outer speech is systematically organized for others.
While inner speech is not audible, understanding how it is part of learning may in turn help us
understand empathy as something more than a cognitive process of deducing meaning for
another.
According to Vygotsky, thoughts first manifest as inner speech, then meaning, and then
uttered word. Inner speech begins with the perception of another’s behavior. We then attach a
positive or negative relation to that perception. That relation then determines how we feel
towards the other’s feeling of the inner speech, which holds the key to understanding another’s
thought.165 There is a dynamic interplay of feeling, then forming meaning, and then acting on
that meaning.166 Rank used will to describe what Vygotsky termed inner speech. For Rank, will
is a preconscious feeling that can be brought into consciousness when the inner speech is
verbalized.
Jaynes provides unique insight into the shaping of the internal speech process by
explaining that prior to the emergence of human consciousness, one side of the human mind
handled planning and decision making, and the other side complied with the “orders” given.167
Consciousness emerged as cultures began to interact in greater numbers, which forced people to
create space in their minds to reflect on interactions with foreign groups. Once a mind space was
created, humans could separate out abstract things, examine them, and put them into some order.
Once humans learned to create the mind space, they could better evaluate their environment,
make decisions, and consciously learn to learn.168
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Generally, learning happens outside of consciousness, which is why slowing down to
reflect can be valuable to intentional learning, particularly with content that is foreign or difficult
to grasp. Reading a book allows time to study and reflect on the environment, situation, and
behavior of another, and facilitates greater understanding and empathy. Reflection develops selfknowledge that facilitates understanding. Reflection happens with oneself; while one may reflect
on another’s comment or action, the interpretation and meaning of that communication stays
with the reflector. Feedback from others can prevent one-sided or incomplete interpretations.
Mutuality offers the “give and take” necessary to transcend a singular point of view.
Unfortunately, business leaders are not always equipped for reciprocal dialogue. The immediacy
of dialogue involves keen perceptual consciousness. While Vygotsky’s well-researched treatise
documents the nexus of consciousness and language in understanding others, he does not address
how to develop consciousness in a way that facilitates the dynamic, two-way empathy with
which this project is concerned.169 Similarly, Jaynes offers a plausible explanation for the origin
of consciousness but does not instruct us on how to develop the capability.
Otto Rank and Bernard Lonergan, however, provide some direction in these matters.
Rank’s will therapy offers one way of developing the consciousness that underpins empathy. His
approach centers on the “here-and-now” emotional nature of an individual and his ability to
relate to self and others. The goal of his approach is to focus on the present human interaction
between the parties rather than a fixed, distant, emotionally buffered encounter. Focusing on the
present and allowing the expression of the will of others facilitates a stepping outside of
conventional ways of thinking, which might lead to a letting go of faulty assumptions and
beliefs.170 According to Rank, one pays attention to another’s strength, or will, in the human
interaction as he grapples with the internal and external forces that press upon him. The will is
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the underlying expression of the self and is the key determining factor of effective human
relations. Such a skill requires a high degree of self-awareness. Rank’s approach will be
discussed more thoroughly in Chapter 3.
While Rank addressed the development of emotional self-awareness in consciousness,
Canadian philosopher Bernard Lonergan explored the cognitive realm of conscious selfknowledge. Lonergan was interested in understanding human insight and developed a
transcendental method that identified four levels of intentional consciousness, each with basic
patterns of operations: experiencing, understanding, reflecting, and evaluating.171 Lonergan’s
method abandons any psychology that reifies the will or intellect in favor of more dynamic
activity. For example, will becomes willing. Conscious self-knowledge is possible when one
becomes familiar with the pattern of operations used within levels of consciousness in the act of
doing those activities. Thus, one experiences oneself experiencing, understanding, and judging,
and then reflects on the experience to affirm or deny a course of action. Lonergan’s work is an
incisive developmental approach that guides individuals to discover dynamic structures of
cognition and moral being. Such an understanding provides a solid foundation to be able to
separate one’s cognitional patterns from others’ patterns and recognize differences and
boundaries. Clear separation of cognitional patterns allows for exploration of similar and
divergent views so a third new view can be created, thus avoiding “group think” or either/or
positions. Lonergan’s method will serve as a second foundation of developing conscious
empathy and will be explored more deeply in Chapter 3.
Beyond self-knowledge, mediated association requires the ability to listen to self and
others. Numerous scholars have highlighted listening as the bedrock of empathizing,172 yet it
remains underdeveloped in US leaders.173 The type of listening referenced here is not the
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behavioral-based techniques of so-called active listening, but a more holistic, highly nuanced
approach to listening – with open, anticipatory attitudes, and willingness to surrender to
another.174 Surrendering in the listening process can be found in numerous works of psychology
and theology. Theodore Reik, one of Freud’s first students, provided a robust description of
listening as an insider rather than an outsider in his book Listening with the Third Ear.175 Reik
used the term introjection to describe the process of listening, whereby one surrenders self to
become totally absorbed and engrossed in the contemplation of another’s experiences to the point
where he can allow his own feelings to become evoked and activated. American social
psychologist Robert Katz suggested that such surrendering requires a high degree of selfawareness so that one does not lose oneself when he or she plunges into the subjective
experience of another.176
Listening in this manner necessitates a high degree of emotional involvement and may be
very difficult to navigate. A mechanism is needed to avoid the pitfalls of emotional
entanglement. As Jaynes describes it, “in a sense we have to become the other person; or rather,
we let him become part of us for a brief second. We suspend our own identities, after which we
come back to ourselves.”177 Theologian John Dunne developed a similar process described as
“passing over,” where one empathizes by imaginatively passing over to another’s experience and
then returns to reflect and appropriate aspects of the other that enrich his life and expand his
sense of self.178
Otto Rank, and later Carl Rogers, introduced client-centered approaches into the field of
psychology that relied more on experiential than purely cognitive strategies. Rank, in contrast
with his mentor, Sigmund Freud, did not focus on past events as much as he listened to the
emotional nature of an individual’s will unfolding before him. Rank believed that verbalizing
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preconscious emotions, which represent will, was the key to advancing self-understanding. He
achieved remarkable success with clients in a short amount of time.179 Rank understood that
time, and our relationship to it, is our deepest and most fundamental life pattern.180 As such, his
therapy included the two Greek concepts of time – chronos and kairos. The Greeks used chronos
as the quantitative measure and kairos as a qualitative measure of time. Rank employed chronos
by purposefully setting a time limit for therapy, to bring about kairos, the opportune moment in
time for being and knowing to come together resulting in a conscious shift.

Perspective Taking
The mediated association we have described in the previous section relied on oral and
written language, both recognizable through auditory and visual senses. Perspective taking
moves us into a less visible realm but one that is equally critical to empathy.
Thomas Jefferson’s library, reconstructed in the Library of Congress in Washington, DC,
is organized into three sections, just as it was in Jefferson’s original extensive collection –
memory, imagination, and reason.181 These three metacognitive abilities characterize key features
in perspective taking. To illustrate, suppose we encounter a foreign person whose experience we
want to understand. Initially, our split-second awareness may center on the other’s physicality
and emotional state. Words, tone of voice, and body language may provide clues into what the
other is thinking, feeling, or experiencing. We may search our memory for similar experiences,
imagine various choices the individual could make, and use our reasoning to infer the thoughts,
feelings, and behavior of the other person.
While all learning relies on memory, the greater opportunity for developing empathy lies
with imagination and reasoning.182 Memory is thought to be a discursive movement operating
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within fixed boundaries and characterized by feelings of familiarity and motor mimicry.183 We
have no control over how we store, classify, or retrieve memories.184 Memories themselves are
considered invariant facts of our personal history.185 Imagination, on the other hand, has no
limits186 and is the faculty that allows us to empathize with people who are very different from
ourselves.187
As previously noted, empathy may be experienced physically as a feeling and/or
imaginatively in the intellect.188 Empathic affects can be aroused simply by imagination, since
humans have the capacity for representation.189 Perhaps, more importantly, empathy may be selfreinforcing so that each time one empathizes with another, it increases the likelihood that future
distress in others will produce an empathic response in us.190 And while the majority of research
on empathy focuses on distress that has already occurred, imagination untethers us from biology
and allows for more focus on positive emotions and with a look to the future. If we consider that
every image is accompanied by an emotion as Damasio found, and if judgments and decisions
are linked to emotions both past and present,191 we can use our imagination to anticipate and
create the future. Indeed, researchers have found that humans spend more time in the future than
in the past.192 The propensity for future orientation is important in a business context.
The process of imagination, including introspection and retrospection, facilitates thinking
consciously and acting volitionally.193 Unlike the constraints of physically mirroring another,
when imagining, one can easily conform to the experience of the other. Adam Smith aptly
described this process of imaginatively conforming to another when he explained, “it is the
impressions of our own senses only, not those of his, which our imaginations copy. By imagining
we place ourselves in his situation, we conceive ourselves enduring all the same torments, we
enter as it were into his body, and become in some measure the same person with him, and
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thence form some idea of his sensation, and even feel something which, though weaker in
degree, is not altogether unlike them.”194 Since Smith’s and Hume’s writings on sympathy and
empathy, scholars have acknowledged imagining as an important cognitive activity to allow one
to transpose oneself into the thinking, feeling, and acting of another.195 There are several viable
constructivist approaches to strengthening imagining capacities that may be relevant to a
business context: questioning, identifying trajectory of choice, and role-playing.

Questioning
Since Plato and Socrates, scholars have employed questioning as an important technique
in their learning methods. However, unlike classical scholars, questioning is not a strategy to
recover what is repressed but to discover the meaning another person is dynamically
constructing. Questions stimulate critical thinking, invite the unexpected, and open possibilities
for co-creating understanding. While we cannot truly read another’s mind or predict the meaning
of another, the most significant thing we can do with our imagination in understanding others is
to ask honest and courageous questions.196 A question invites a reply, alters the experience, and
enhances our capacity for imaginative action. Questions allow another to account for himself.197
Bold questions can alter one’s experience and invite him to explore possibilities that can lead to
transformation.198 In the words of George Kelly, “even the questioning act of man is a
disturbance of nature, as well as a provocation to it. The more interrogations he presses upon his
works, and the more vigorously he plies his resources, the more altered his world becomes.”199
Questions are important to our consideration of empathy because they represent the
intentionality and motivation of the questioner’s desire to know more about another. Questioning
is a cornerstone of Lonergan’s cognitional theory. Like Husserl, Lonergan believed that the
narrowness of one’s perspective involves his limited horizon. Questions can heighten one’s
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consciousness and what he knows, thus changing his intellectual, social, or moral horizon, for
example. Lonergan provides a rigorous way to develop consciousness so that one can understand
his own construction of reality, which is relevant to cultivating empathy as well. Underpinning
his theory is the belief that humans have an unrestricted desire to know.200 Lonergan would
suggest that it is not enough to experience another subjectively. One desires to accurately
understand the experiences of others. The practice of questioning expresses the desire to know in
ways that are coherent and verifiable. Genuine objectivity, in Lonergan’s view, is the result of
authentic subjectivity that is arrived at through questioning until all relevant questions are
exhausted. Questions prompt new insights. In Lonergan’s view, questions force the questioner to
look at himself as a conscious knower. Lonergan poses a series of questions that the knower
considers in the process of experiencing. Experiencing may be any action verb such as seeing,
feeling, formulating, empathizing, and so on.201 The questions invite the questioner not only to
focus on the other but also become aware of the self who is experiencing the other. The result is
that one can discover the pattern of operations used in one’s own thinking as well as in others.

Trajectory of Choice
Since human imagination is limitless, understanding others is challenging. To be useful in
cultivating empathy, imagination may need to be focused. Kelly’s personal construct system
offers a way to focus imagination in the act of empathy. The ethos of Kelly’s theory suggests that
to understand others, behaviors first need to be examined in the context of what is possible.
Using one’s imagination to consider what choices another has available to him and following the
trajectory of his choices, including what he chooses to select or deny, opens new methods of
understanding.
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For Kelly, life is anticipatory rather than something to be predicted or controlled. Human
behavior cannot be explained by antecedent stimuli but by anticipating what is possible based on
one’s past and future. Thus, anticipation helps us appreciate what might happen next, which
allows meaning to unfold.202 Kelly reminds us that people do not imagine the future to be like the
past, but we do draw upon previous experiences. What we say or do affirms or denies what is
relevant to us in our personal construct system.
Role-Playing
One the more important tools for developing empathy is role-playing. The objective of
role-play is to allow a different part of us to emerge as the ego becomes passive and relaxes, and
as we surrender ourselves to involuntary aspects that exist at other levels of personality. Playacting is an effective approach to freeing up the imagination to evoke latent empathic abilities
that can be developed further. The Russian-American director Michael Chekhov trained actors to
use imagination; he argued that “dry reasoning kills your imagination. The more you probe with
your analytical mind, the more silent become your feelings, the weaker your will and the poorer
your chances for inspiration.”203 Chekhov trained actors to ask questions of the creative images
that came to them, just as one would ask questions of a friend. He suggested that the images were
full of emotions and desires; they have their own psychology, he explained, and could provide
insight when one actively collaborates with them.204
Another form of role playing is suggested by Gregory Bateson who invites those
interested in empathizing to transcend one’s structured patterns by shifting between modes of
metaphorical expression. For example, one may imaginatively dance with a new idea, or
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imaginatively place oneself in another and think through another’s response to a question.205
Bateson notes that many religions offer mental models that can facilitate internal changes when
one suspends beliefs and willingly engages with the models. Notably, he explains that religion
contains paradoxes that provides metaphors that make it possible to live with a double bind,
which is important for adaptation and survival.206
Role-playing to solve a conflict or to better understand people is a common strategy in
psychology. The use of psychodrama in a group setting has been found to be effective in
developing empathic skills.207 Psychodrama uses contrived social situations to deepen empathic
abilities. When there is no pressure to deal with real problems, the imagination can operate more
instinctively. One exchanges identities with another and acts as if he were the other. Sometimes
changing places with the other allows one to gain insight and perspective she otherwise would
not have.
Another role-playing technique, called fixed role therapy, introduced by George Kelly,
involves an individual taking on a different role and then experimenting with a different image of
himself in actual life situations.208 The individual’s playful imagination is engaged as he
envisions the new responses he will get from others regarding his new role. He must then
respond to them based on their changed expectations of him. This technique takes him outside of
himself and allows him to see other aspects of his personality.
While there are many strategies and techniques aimed at developing empathic skills, the
challenge of viewing empathy as a skill or ability to be developed is that the focus is generally on
one person as he or she attempts to empathize with another. This unidirectional empathy not only
misses the dynamic nature of communications, but also overlooks the opportunity to learn from
other worldviews to develop oneself.
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Reasoning
Once the imagining has opened possibilities, cognitive abilities such as reasoning aid in
understanding what lies behind another’s thoughts and feelings. The reasoning process involves
the ability to infer another’s internal state by taking their role, considering the range of
alternatives available, assessing their choices in a specific context, and then generalizing what
we think their internal state might be.
Piaget’s theory of cognition was instrumental in showing the significance of how
empathy develops as cognitive reasoning develops. According to Piaget, up until the age of six,
children are primarily focused on the affective aspect of empathy and generally cannot
distinguish the source of their emotions.209 Greater capacity for empathy is contingent upon the
development of cognitive reasoning abilities, such as object permanence, differentiation of self
and others, and the ability to take on the role of others. Cognitive functions allow humans to
adapt to the external environment; at the same time, the environment acts upon humans to shape
their cognitive development.210 Piaget’s model does not address empathy in adulthood, which
some suggest requires an intervention.211 Three other theories emerged in the late 1970s and
early 1980s that may aid in our understanding of the development of empathy: theory of mind,
theory-theory, and simulation theory.
Theory of mind assumes that one is separate from others and that others have their own
thoughts, emotions, and motivations that can be inferred from specific frames of reference. This
is a crucial point because empathy involves subjective rather than objective inference. While we
might argue that the theory of mind has its roots in Descartes’ Second Meditation, which
introduces the science of the mind, it may have been the concept of “folk” or “commonsense”
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psychology in the 1950s that advanced the idea that through socialization humans gain the ability
to read the minds of others.212 The theory of mind was introduced by David Premack and Gary
Woodruff in 1976 to suggest that humans have an evolved ability to make predictions about each
other’s behavior by inferring intentions, beliefs, thinking, and perspectives.213 Indeed, theory of
mind is thought to be exclusive to humans,214 evolved to predict behavior, form social bonds, and
facilitate reproductive success.215 Initially, theory of mind was viewed solely as a cognitive
ability, but it has now been recognized as an ability to sense one’s affective state as well.
From theory of mind, the concept of theory-theory, developed by Canadian philosopher
Adam Morton, surfaced in 1980 and is now widely used in cognitive development circles.
Theory-theory suggests that scientists possess a theory that children have theories that change as
they develop.216 In his theory-theory research of cognitive and communication development,
American psychologist Andrew Meltzoff has shown that infants possess perceptual biases,
predispositions, and representational capabilities at birth and, by the second year of life, a child
has adopted the ability to infer another’s actions, a crucial step in developing perspective
taking.217
Simulation theory is primarily associated with Gallese, who challenged the conventional
view of theory of mind. Gallese views theory of mind as a third-person objectifying activity that
continues to reinforce the Cartesian notion of a mind-body separation, which cannot explain
neuroscientific discoveries.218 Instead, he advocates for a second-person perspective that relies
on imaginatively inferring the state of another using one’s body and emotions while keeping
them cognitively separate from the other. The cognitive separation allows one to mentally
represent the goal-directed behavior of the other.219
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Whether one uses theory of mind, theory-theory, or simulation theory, a distinction
between self and others is required. The act of empathizing relies on a temporary suspension of
self to take the perspective of another. Not surprisingly, a differentiation between self and others
is strongly correlated with empathic development.220 Without self-other differentiation, one
projects his own views on others rather than discriminating and labeling affective states in others.
Alternatively, without a sense of self, one may overidentify with the other and lose oneself in
another’s situation.221 American psychologist Vivian Seltzer suggests that “only when two selves
are distinct can there be true exchange.”222 The ability to differentiate between the experience of
self and others begins in early childhood,223 but self-identity generally occurs in later
adolescence as new emotional and cognitive abilities are formed.224 The formation of a sense of
identity reduces egocentrism, increases awareness of other life histories and identities separate
from self, and can lead to greater social abilities to that help one to appreciate those who are
different. Other factors, most notably the social milieu and peer relationships, have a significant
impact on shaping attitudes, behavior, and identity, which can also enhance or diminish
perspective-taking abilities.225 Peer interactions are generally more reciprocal and cooperative,
and as such, facilitate the ability to take on the perspectives of others.

De Waal’s Integrated Theory of Empathy

Thus far, we have used Hoffman’s framework to explore specific types of empathy as
articulated in cross-disciplinary research. Hoffman’s categorizations of empathy allowed us to
look at each type of empathy in greater detail. However, his framework does not explain how the
components of automatic and representational empathy fit together or interact. As noted earlier,
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most empathy research has focused on individual variables or phenomenon either from an
evolutionary biology or a psychology perspective. As such, only a handful of scholars have
attempted to provide a unifying approach to empathy, which is understandable given the vastness
of the literature.226 Frans de Waal conducted the most comprehensive integration of the literature
and offers an explanatory theory of empathy. An overview of his findings will help give us a
more complete picture of empathy before we summarize the common themes that will guide the
remainder of this study.
De Waal’s research is underpinned by Darwin’s view of evolution as the unifying theme
of biology. Almost two centuries ago, Darwin noted that animals and humans share the same
general instincts, moral feelings, and expressions of emotions.227 De Waal extends Darwin’s view
by suggesting that biology is not only responsible for our survival instinct but also for our social
desire to live in groups and to take care of the species.228 He suggests that empathy evolved in
both animals and humans for the care of the species. More specifically, de Waal builds on
ethologist Wolfgang Köhler’s earlier work involving the subjective and emotional states of
chimpanzees to arrive at his own theory of empathy.229 De Waal documented numerous studies
whereby primates recognize and respond to the distress of others in their species with acts of
consolation and care. Drawing upon decades of research and experiments with primates, he
begins by establishing empathy’s evolutionary origin in the necessity of maternal care of helpless
offspring. He views empathy as a long-standing nonverbal form of communication in some nonhuman primates, a view corroborated by numerous other ethologists.230 Affective empathy
evolved through a complex cost-benefit calculation that individuals undertook to assess the
perceived effectiveness of helping others survive and reproduce successfully.231 Empathy bonds
groups together to provide protection and is an efficient mechanism for division of labor. If more
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eyes are looking out for the group welfare, for example, other group members can focus on
specific tasks important to survival.232 While sympathy and altruism are related to empathy, they
did not drive evolutionary selection of cooperative relationships or adaptive changes in the
nervous system, according to de Waal.233
With his primary research as the foundation, de Waal then integrates behavior-based
empathy studies with newer research in neuroscience brain imaging to catalyze the
understanding of empathy. Through the synthesis, he notes various theoretical, methodological,
and empirical gaps. In addition to the widespread definitional confusion on empathy, he notes
that most theories have been phenomenologically based yet disembodied; these theories,
therefore, are not able to explain how we can place ourselves in another’s state. According to de
Waal, empathy occurs through body mirroring rather than getting into someone’s head.234 To
empathize, one must be able to perceive the physical, mental, and emotional states of others and
use skills such as attention, planning, inhibition, and communication of feeling states. Numerous
studies have found that these abilities can be impaired due to mental processing deficiencies such
as those associated with autistic or sociopathic individuals, brain damage, or dementia.235 Thus,
de Waal’s research suggests that empathy is biological for humans and some animals.236 He
defines the process of empathy as “the perception of an object’s state automatically activates the
subject’s corresponding representation, which in turn automatically activate the associated
autonomic and somatic responses, unless inhibited.”237 Functionally, the perception of another
behavior automatically activates representations for that behavior in the observer’s brain.238 The
nervous system generally works so that perception activates response in one of the hemispheres.
The left hemisphere generally processes detailed information while the right selects for more
holistic information.239 According to the perception-action theory, empathy is produced via a
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shared representation through the direct observation of another’s distress, and that observation is
coupled with prior experience and conditioning.240 Empathy of another’s affective state is
facilitated by neuropeptides, and the process involves motor behavior and emotional behavior, so
that one first experiences another physically and then psychologically.241 The perception-action
processes are nonconscious and likely to involve the same basic structures, mechanism, and
application to social behavior in group-living mammals.242
Based on his meta-analysis, de Waal concluded that the primary gap in the research
stemmed from the fact that empathy lacked a proximate mechanism – that is, a mechanism to
explain the how a species responds to immediate factors in the environment, which over time are
imprinted into the DNA code of the species.243 De Waal advanced the notion that “all empathic
processes rely on a general perception-action design of the nervous system which has been
postulated for over a century, is adaptive for myriad reasons, and exists across species.”244 De
Waal then adapts German cognitive psychologist Wolfgang Prinz’s empirical Perception-Action
Model (PAM) to serve as a broad multidisciplinary framework that encompasses the automatic
and representational process of empathy, sympathy, and personal distress, thus establishing a
continuum of empathic behavior, from basic emotional contagion to cognitive empathy, as well
as explaining a variety of other behaviors such as imitation and automaticity.245 PAM is a process
model for the nervous system; applied to empathy, it elevates the concept to a superordinate
category over all phenomenon that share the same mechanism.
The significance of the theory is that it provides a linkage between various levels of
empathy, connecting research from the life sciences to the social sciences. Before PAM, there
was no sense of a genetic basis for empathy; nor was there an explanation for the continuum of
empathic behavior, from basic motor mimicry to cognitive empathy.246 In de Waal’s scheme, all
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forms of empathy involve the perception-action mechanism – a belief that not many researchers
share.247 Although empathy does not require conscious awareness, de Waal speculates that
through evolutionary consciousness, humans gained the ability to empathize imaginatively and
effortfully in the absence of the object of distress.248 The larger prefrontal brain region permitted
a greater increase in skills such as flexibility, control, working memory, and the ability to assess
and make judgments and decisions on courses of action.249 Coupled with the extended
development periods in humans, which allowed for learning, condition, and manipulating
information, humans developed greater abilities to imagine, compare, predict outcomes, and
therefore take more measured actions with or without the subject present.250
De Waal has been widely praised for his efforts to integrate research findings and present
an overarching theory of empathy. Yet as encompassing as he has been in his formulation of an
empathic theory, it is not without criticism, beginning with definitional confusion.251 Even de
Waal, a leading proponent of empathy in non-human animals, notes that empathy is a complex
phenomenon, lacking clear distinctions.252 Some researchers have questioned whether a unifying
theory of empathy is needed or whether we should be aiming for a narrower conception that
would help us understand empathy better.253
More substantive criticisms of his theory of empathy include its deterministic tone; lack
of definitive proof of cognitive abilities in animals; and an inability to explain empathy’s
operation in humans.254 Notwithstanding the censure of de Waal’s theory, his scholarship is
significant as it substantiates the themes integral to empathy across disciplines and reinforces
biology as a basic, yet unappreciated, theme in human empathy. Reflexive and reflecting forms
of empathy have been found to be linked.255 Simply noticing and attending to the automatic
matching that is occurring facilitates the ability to try on the state of another.256 For example, one
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may reflexively mimic the body posture and facial expression of another. Noticing the mirroring
and reflecting on the possible intentions, emotions, and perspectives of the other can serve as a
springboard for dialogue.

Summary of Themes

The aim of this literature review has been to bring empathy into greater focus by
exploring recurrent themes across various academic disciplines that may inform experiments to
enhancing empathy in cross-cultural leadership. The following seven themes in the literature are
the most relevant to this study:
1) There is no unifying definition or understanding of the construct of empathy.
2) Historically, cognitive empathy has attracted the most attention in the literature. There are
opportunities to acknowledge the biology of empathy in humans.
3) Empathy is a multidimensional construct that includes cognitive and affective aspects of
the brain and situational factors.257
4) Levels of self-other differentiation, self-awareness, and nonjudgment are key components
of empathy. Although basic levels of empathy unfold with greater degrees of cognitive
development across childhood, gaps exist in strategies to developing cognitive empathy
in adults.
5) Consciousness underlies empathy, which suggests that developing consciousness may aid
in the development of empathy. Greater levels of consciousness facilitate metacognitive
abilities such as imagination, perspective taking, and abstract reasoning, which are
essential to cognitive forms of empathy.
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6) Understanding another requires intention or motivation. In this sense, empathy may be a
cognitive invitation to connect with other people.
7) Listening is a foundational skill needed to develop greater levels of empathy. Listening
continues to be one of the greatest gaps in leaders’ skill sets and therefore presents an
avenue for further exploration.

The aspect of developing empathy that has received little attention in the literature is
consciousness. While numerous scholars have suggested that consciousness is important to
empathy, little has been written about how to develop empathy using self-reflexive
consciousness as a strategy. The next chapter explores the work of Bernard Lonergan and Otto
Rank to determine how they explained and employed consciousness in their approaches to
human understanding. Their protocols will be juxtaposed with the select themes of empathy to
determine if they might inform a pathway to acquire empathic consciousness.
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CHAPTER 3
ACQUIRING EMPATHIC CONSCIOUSNESS
In the previous chapter I examined some of the historical roots of empathy that may
inform the development of the construct as a form of human communication. The literature
suggests two basic types of empathy: automatic and representational. Automatic forms of
empathy are biologically evolved to enhance survival and fitness. Representational forms of
empathy develop as cognitive abilities mature throughout childhood and can be turned off and on
at will. Representational empathy requires self-awareness, motivation, consciousness, and the
ability to listen and participate nonjudgmentally in another’s experience. In the relevant literature
of the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries, empathy was increasingly recognized as a
conscious participation in another’s experience, rather than a trait, an event, or a way to acquire
fixed knowledge of another.1 If we are to accept that we are experiencing beings socially, bodily,
emotionally, cognitively, and spiritually/intuitively, then we need to find a way to gain the level
of self-knowledge that allows us to participate in another’s experience so to understand and adapt
more efficaciously in cross-cultural situations. Developing self-reflexive consciousness may be
one strategy.
This chapter begins with a deeper exploration of the works of two scholars – Bernard
Lonergan and Otto Rank. Their ideas might help inform the development of a self-reflexive
consciousness as well as address the select themes of empathy identified in Chapter 2 into a
construct of acquirable empathic consciousness. Notably, neither scholar knew of the other’s
work, nor used the word “empathy” in their writings. Yet both were deeply concerned with
equipping adults with the capability for greater human understanding using self-reflexive
approaches. Both were also committed to the view that one can indeed develop abilities to
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understand others – that is, to empathize – if one is willing to embark on a quest for selfknowledge.2 Lonergan invited his reader to join him in an examination of cognitive processes
evidenced in the sciences and in ordinary life and observable in the reader’s own dynamic
process. Awareness of one’s own dynamic cognitive process will turn out to be crucial for
empathy. For his part, Rank used impulse and action of the human will to develop understanding
of one’s emotional pattern of relating and listening to others.3 Could their novel approaches,
taken together, lead us to a more informed basis for the development of greater empathic
consciousness? Since neither Lonergan’s nor Rank’s work is widely known, an exploration of
their viewpoints is in order.

Bernard Lonergan and the Transcendental Method
Bernard Lonergan (1904–1984) was a Canadian philosopher and theologian who
developed a self-reflexive method, which he termed the transcendental method, centered on
bringing to light a person’s recurrent pattern of cognitive operations in the process of human
understanding.
Lonergan’s concern was with examining the individual doing the constructing. In his own
words, his ambition was “to reach neither the known nor the knowable but the knower.”4 Thus,
self-knowledge was key for Lonergan because he believed the alienation that primarily exists in
society is self-alienation, not alienation from others. The inattention and lack of ownership of
one’s own knowing and doing is what keeps individuals from being whole. As a result,
individuals may bring fragmented selves into interactions, inflicting others with whatever
prejudices, biases, and insensitivities they possess. Individuals who know and own their
cognitional patterns may increase the fidelity of their constructions when attempting to
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understand others in possible pursuit of a more robust character. For Lonergan, gaining this type
of knowledge allowed one to be truly free and own his construction of reality,5 while recognizing
that internal and external “reality” remain dynamic.
To arrive at such self-knowledge, he invited readers to be spectators of their ways of
thinking,6 which involved heightening and objectifying the contents of consciousness.7 Lonergan
did not view consciousness as wakefulness, introspection, or seeing; rather, he saw
consciousness as a structured unity8 and an “awareness of awareness” that is possible in
cognitional acts.9 He posited that the pattern of human consciousness is recurrent and claimed
that by critically reflecting on one’s process of conscious operations, one could gain a “knowing
of knowing,” that facilitates understanding of both self and others, which might ultimately lead
to morally responsible action.10

Transcendental Method Defined
To understand the transcendental method, we need to delve deeper and address key
problems facing those who wish to arrive at acquirable empathic consciousness. That task leads
us to define Lonergan’s constructs and how he arrived at and operationalized them.
The transcendental method acknowledges that all human knowing follows a common,
dynamic cognitional structure that is rational, intelligent, and conscious.11 Lonergan defines
method as “a normative pattern of recurrent and related operations yielding cumulative and
progressive results.”12 This pattern of operations in our thinking comprises a cluster of operations
that are related and form patterns.13 Human knowing progresses through a series of operations
that involve taking in sense data, questioning, gaining insight, and making decisions that lead to
a consequent course of action.14
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While his approach is original, Lonergan derives ideas from a variety of philosophic
traditions,15 as well as constructivist,16 critical realism,17 and phenomenological approaches.18
Lonergan’s method is foundationally supported by certain epistemological and ontological
assumptions. First and foremost, he posits that all people have an unrestricted desire to know.19
Humans are animated by the desire to know and by what is of value.20 However, when one
follows his desire to know and embraces himself as a knower, an intentional and responsible
doer, can he then transcend himself and willingly decide to take a different point of view.21
Lonergan notes that human knowing deals with internal and external phenomenon in
consciousness. Consciousness, however, can also intend some objective and be dynamic and
interactive.22 While knowledge of our own dynamic, conscious operations may often be limited,
with a more fully differentiated consciousness, we can operate with a stable base and recognize
levels of consciousness in others and even move between distinct levels of consciousness.23
Like constructivists, Lonergan believes objective truth does not exist in scientific or
human knowing. In his own words, “there is no fixed reality to be known; reality is process;
knowledge is an ever changing component within the human process.”24 As such, there are no
immobile categories into which the individual must organize his experience.25 Rather, reality is
movement and the intellect can only partially grasp what is there through experiencing.26
Therefore, Lonergan believes that the natural and social sciences ought to be understood as
ongoing processes, rather than the pursuit of fixed, immutable knowledge. At the same time, he
advances beyond pure relativism by suggesting that through critical reflection of the mind’s
tendencies, one can arrive personally at a verifiable sense of knowing.27 Lonergan’s notion of
subjective objectivity is an extension of Kantian philosophy’s focus on conscious perception of
objects and includes the conscious process a person uses to perceive oneself,28 thus devising a
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method that can be applied to the human mind.29 Lonergan repeatedly described the process of
arriving at subjective objectivity with the phrase, “genuine objectivity is the fruit of authentic
subjectivity.”30 He states that the methodology, more art than science,31 holds the view that we
must go beyond experience or pure relativism, and embrace the universal process of
experiencing, understanding, judging, and deciding that exist across cultures.32 Hence, it could
be that this mix of phenomenological and ontological approaches result in greater consciousness
by providing a rigorous, ongoing self-reflexive process capable of exposing and correcting our
biases as well as promoting the development of wider horizons to better understand, adapt, and
relate to others.33 Thus, Lonergan is significant in that he proposes to transcend dualism,
situational ethics, and relativism34 by bringing together subjective being with objective knowing,
a feat that scholars of modern philosophy suggest science still cannot explain.35

Transcendental Method Operationalized
Lonergan offers a disciplined approach to collecting first-person data that has been called
for in the scientific study of consciousness.36 He advocated for practicing philosophy, rather than
only reading it.37 His approach is particularly relevant if we are to move beyond the generation
of pessimists or advocates for empathy38 and identify and prepare practitioners to gain greater
facility at empathizing. Science can offer definitions, empirical measures of empathy, and can
describe the act of empathizing, but only the individual can observe and appropriate his own
patterns of empathizing.
According to Lonergan, the function of the method is to learn to be attentive, intelligent,
reasonable, and responsible,39 detailed through a process that anyone can engage in and discover
for himself. He stresses that understanding that the development of consciousness is slow,
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gradual, and highly individual.40 Although everyone experiences, understands, judges, and learns
through an accumulation of insights gained through trial and error, self-correction, and diligence,
individual level and flow of consciousness is different.41 One can assume one learns when he
absorbs himself in an intentional effort to gradually work around and up a Hegelian spiral of
viewpoints that culminate in a sense of knowing what he is trying to master.42 Along the way, he
self-corrects as he gains familiarity with and the ability to spot inadequacies in his patterns of
thinking. Lonergan regards this as arduous and humbling work.43
The objective is to access the data and patterns of operations of our own consciousness,
keeping in mind that data are not indisputable facts. Lonergan identifies the basic patterns of
cognitional operations as “seeing, hearing, touching, smelling, tasting, inquiring, imagining,
understanding, conceiving, formulating, reflecting, marshaling and weighing the evidence,
judging, deliberating, evaluating, deciding, speaking, writing.”44 By doing or practicing these
action verbs, one becomes aware of the object, but Lonergan suggests we can go further and shift
our attention to also become aware of the subject who is experiencing these acts, thereby leading
to a change in the range45 and quality of consciousness.46 This cognitional self-analysis involves
experiencing ourselves experiencing, understanding and judging, and then reflecting on the
insights we gain so that we can affirm or deny a decision. Each act is distinct, uses different
criteria, and follows different inner commands.
Lonergan has gone on to distinguish four levels of consciousness that build on one
another in dynamic fashion.47 Consciousness develops in stages from immediacy to meaning.48
For example, infants rely on their senses to experience what is immediately in front of them. As
they learn to speak, and discover that words have meanings, they move towards worlds of
meaning. Initially, meaning represents a description of things or practical knowing for the sake
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of doing something. Our knowledge is then grouped into a “nucleus of insights,” which provide
know-how to perform a specific course of action or solve a problem. This allows us to navigate
day-to-day concrete situations; Lonergan refers to this grouping as common sense meaning.49
The test of validity for common sense meaning is practical results, sometimes surprisingly
emanating from experiences in unique contexts or different cultures. Common sense can remain
firmly in place if a culture’s common sense is not questioned or challenged and myths can ensue
and indeed perpetuate.50
As humans develop, cognition moves from common sense to take in a world of
theoretical meaning. In common sense meaning we try to understand objects as they relate to
self, but in theoretical meaning, we not only use our senses but also make cognitive connections
that can lead to beliefs. The aim is to explain things, to know for the sake of knowing, and to
seek truth. Theoretical knowing occurs as we experience, ask questions about our experience to
arrive at a grasp of an intelligible pattern, and test our initial grasp with further questions until we
have a firm insight to ground our point of view. Technical fields use the scientific method to
discover probability of truth, make general statements, draw conclusions, make predictions, and
eventually may form theories.51
The formulation of theories in the external world occasions an internal movement of
human cognition. Lonergan explains that when we deal with issues of human knowing, willing,
deciding, acting, believing, and self-making, we are dealing with internal, not external,
phenomena in the human consciousness.52 We can become more conscious as we gain familiarity
with our own pattern of operations that occur as we use our senses to imagine, deliberate, reflect,
decide, speak, write, and the like.53 The process can be challenging. Consciousness cannot be
defined simply, for it is first and foremost experienced. An additional challenge is that
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consciousness is polymorphic.54 While our field of consciousness tends to gravitate to a central,
more luminous, area,55 patterns of consciousness vary by individual and may be biological,
aesthetic, dramatic, and intellectual in nature.56 The fields may alternate and mix.57 For this
reason it may be essential to understand tendencies of one’s flow of consciousness.
Knowing ourselves as conscious beings and gaining insight into our patterns of
consciousness often begins by asking a progression of questions that allow us to experience and,
at best, appreciate ourselves performing these operations. Progressive questioning and reflecting
are critical to empathy because we will recognize ourselves trying to understand another,
sometimes even with opposing values. The primary objective with empathy is not to win over
another to one’s point of view but rather to understand how another arrived at those values. At
times our inquiry is focused on the historical events that led to those values, socialization, or
personal preferences.
Lonergan’s method can help us see how tenuous our own social construction of reality is
by exposing our ignorance, biases and weaknesses. Ideally, this can make one humbler and less
ethnocentric. He begins with the general problem of what is it that we experience when we are
thinking. To examine the thought process, he suggests that we begin with a question for which
we do not have an answer, that is, the unknown. In general, questions serve to move us from
ignorance to knowledge; they begin at the empirical level, followed by intellectual, rational, and
responsible levels.58 Lonergan appropriates Piaget’s structure of questioning by suggesting that
we focus primarily on questions of what, rather than questions of why, because questions of why
tend to be more affective in nature.59 Following the process involves shifting one’s attention
from object to self as the subject – that is, the one who is moving through the cognitive process.
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We generally pay attention to the content of what we are trying to understand rather than what is
happening to ourselves in the act of understanding.60
Lonergan suggests that experiencing self in the act of understanding and then reflecting
on that experience can lead to greater self-knowledge of one’s cognitive patterns.61 Table 3.1
identifies Lonergan’s four levels of consciousness with corresponding questions, purpose, and
outcomes sought.62
Table 3.1: Transcendental Method Process
Level of
Consciousness and
Key Question

Purpose

Outcome

Empirical

To pay attention to the
perceptual processes one uses
in making judgments of fact
and value.

Cognitional Experience
To gain self-awareness of the
strengths and weakness of one’s
cognitional patterns of perceiving.

To understand how one
intrinsically creates meaning
as he is inquiring,
understanding, and expressing
himself.

Epistemological Understanding
A sense of knowing and being that
gives a sense of what we know and
don’t know.

To exhaust all questions,
critically reflect, synthesize,
weigh evidence to reach a
clear judgment of what is
probable.

Rational Judgment
A clear, virtually unconditioned
judgment that allows one to transcend
one’s bias, gain a grasp of reality, and
have a personal accountability for
being the source of the judgment.

To gain a sense of
responsibility for what we
value and the action we
should take as a result.

Ethical Decisions
A subjective-objective knowing what
is good that leads to a decision and/or
action by an act of willing.

What do I do when I
am knowing?
Intellectual
Why is that knowing
when I do it?

Rational
What do I know
when I do it?

Responsible
What, therefore,
should I do?
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The purpose of following this self-reflexive process is to experience oneself distinct from
the world by moving through different patterns of experience.63 Doing so gives one a selfknowledge that allows taking ownership for one’s own pattern of thinking, and moves
consciousness from undifferentiated to differentiated.64 Lonergan referred to this process as
“self-appropriation” whereby one personally takes ownership of the structure, tendencies,
operations, and limitations of his thought patterns.65 Gaining awareness of these patterns may be
accomplished by examining a single, basic process such as seeing, and examine one’s patterns
while performing that function. The examination involves experiencing it, asking a question
about it, reflecting and deciding on the process, and then taking a course of action.
To illustrate with an empathy-related situation, let’s suppose that we are trying to get to
know a new colleague from another country with whom we will be collaborating on a
professional project. Following Lonergan’s method, we begin by shifting our attention from the
individual (the object) to include an awareness of our own conscious-self in the act of relating to
this colleague. We may notice that our immediate experience is to see the person’s physical size
and stature. We might ask ourselves why we focus on the physical body first, perhaps knowing
that humans tend to gravitate to a principal area and are only vaguely aware of other areas.66
Reflecting on the question, we begin to gain an awareness of our sense-making patterns, noting
physical sensations and areas that we focus on and what we overlook.67 As we continue to
reflect, we may recall images, concepts, and previous insights,68 and may conclude that we tend
to be visual learners and that size triggers a threat response in us.69 These small insights into
ourselves may lead us to conclude that we are overly self-concerned, quick to judge based on
appearance, and need to seriously consider other ways of learning about others. Lonergan
suggests that the method helps us differentiate between intellectual activities of the mind from
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real existential concerns that tend to mix with our thinking.70 When we embrace our insights, we
gain meaning into the meaning we are creating. This type of self-awareness may prompt us to
shift our focus and behavior in the present situation as well as in the future. We may also ask
other questions and investigate further.
The previous example illustrates someone only performing the function of seeing;
however, many functions operate at once.71 As such, one may combine the examination of seeing
with the act of hearing, mediating it symbolically in space and time to become aware of how
seeing and hearing are patterned into one’s sense making.72 To continue with the basic empathy
example, we might reflect on the person we met, consider the context, and notice ourselves
becoming aware of the pattern of our seeing and our hearing. This complex structure of different
but related activities comes together to allow us to experience a more defined sense of
knowing.73 Lonergan refers to this as insight, which is a clear and distinct idea that emerges from
the process of inquiry as intelligence organizes a pattern of relations.74 Insight goes beyond our
sense experience and opens possibilities that we assign meaning to as we organize and unify a
variety of ideas.75 The goal is to discover ourselves as knowing subjects rather than looking at
ourselves as objects, which would be introspection.76 This shift in attention is crucial because, as
Lonergan suggests, we have scotoma, or unconscious blind spots and biases because we do not
differentiate between patterns of experience.77 When we understand the dynamic flow of
consciousness within ourselves, including what we favor and what we tend to overlook, we gain
the type of self-understanding that is essential in responsible relationships.78

Relevance of Transcendental Method to Empathy
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Lonergan’s method addresses many of the key themes of empathy – self-awareness, an
open attitude, and motivation needed to understand others.

Self-Awareness
It is estimated that 90 percent of mental processes occur outside of conscious
awareness.79 Self-awareness is the most fundamental element of empathy and one that may be
difficult to obtain. Psychologists have long documented lack of leader self-awareness.80 Orr’s
study notes that self-aware leaders increased effectiveness measured by business goals and
reduced turnover expenses.81 Yet leadership training rarely includes rigorous self-scrutiny
necessary to understand one’s patterns of thinking and relating, both in regard to oneself and
others.82
Developing an empathic consciousness begins with a disciplined process of selfawareness. Piaget suggested natural human empathy can only acquire a moral character if and
when there is a systematic process in place to guide the consciousness.83 According to Lonergan,
it is possible to guide self-awareness of consciousness when an individual appropriates his
structure of knowing.84 The type of self-awareness Lonergan suggests extends beyond an
awareness of one’s thinking, feeling, or character perceived by self or others. He advocates for
self-knowledge, a deeper technical knowledge of one’s patterns of arriving at meaning.
Questioning is at the center of the process, which can give an individual a sense of self as a
knower who knows.85 George Kelly argued that the questions one enacts, rather than the
conclusions one draws, influences growth.86 In Lonergan’s method, as we seek self-knowledge,
we progress through a series of intellectual conversions.87 He uses this term to signify a new and
modified understanding of self that emerges. Julian Jaynes would later suggest that this modified
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view of self comes about as a result of the self-reflexive nature of consciousness, which
facilitates the ability to metaphorically move in a mind space to reflect and reconcile experiences
into meaning for oneself.88
Lonergan’s epistemology suggests a self-knowledge that differs from conventional
logical positivist models in that objects emerge from conscious subjects, not the other way
around.89 His approach not only challenges conventional approaches to self-awareness, such as
through predetermined categories in personality instruments, but has implications for a
fundamental shift in how scholars study consciousness.90 The type of knowing in Lonergan’s
method does not come from an inward introspection but from experiencing one’s strengths, gaps,
and limitations. The self-reflexive process of experiencing, questioning, reflecting, and selfcorrecting allows us to change our patterns.91 Reflection is particularly key since our minds are
thought to work faster than consciousness can keep pace.92 Reflection allows us to see how we
arrive at our sense making. This heightened self-knowledge expands the field of consciousness.93
It can provide a more stable sense of self that can be grounding when interacting with unfamiliar
peoples in unfamiliar cultures.94 Participating in another’s experience and attempting to detect
his cognitive state requires knowledge of one’s own cognitive state of mind.95

An Open Attitude
We generally perceive and judge others from our own perspective.96 Not surprisingly, 80
percent of leaders are thought to have blind spots,97 or as Lonergan would say, scotoma.
Lonergan’s process of arriving at self-knowledge is one that requires ongoing cycles of
questioning, testing, and self-correcting to uncover those blind spots. The self-reflexive aspect of
the approach may facilitate empathic abilities by providing a space and time to question,
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generate possibilities, and consciously interpret the state of someone who is unfamiliar.98
Keeping the quest alive provides a sense of epistemic humility that can help us remain more
open.
However, as it relates to an open attitude, self-knowledge is just the beginning for
Lonergan. It is acting that completes the larger cognitive process. Acting happens when we
arrive at a virtually unconditioned judgment. Lonergan uses this term to signify a single decision
based on a verified synthesis of sufficient evidence, and not a feeling or contradictory option.99
The significance of a virtually unconditioned judgment is that one’s knowing transcends itself
and stands distinct from one’s way of thinking, thereby allowing for a state of subjective
objectivity.100 Lonergan navigates the epistemological challenge of claiming absolute truth by
suggesting that a virtual unconditioned judgment is not certain but probable.101
Applied to empathy, this state of detached knowing is a surrendering to one’s own truth.
One’s insights are personal, but sharing them changes the dynamic of the relationship,
encouraging greater vulnerability and disclosure. Lonergan referred to this sharing as mutual
self-mediation.102 In this dialogical context, each dialogue partner retains his identity but is also
influenced by the emergence of a third point of view.103

Motivation
As noted in the literature review in Chapter 2 of this study, people may possess the ability
to empathize but choose not to.104 Lack of motivation may be due to many factors such as
expectancy, a cost-benefit analysis, or cognitive load.105 Lonergan addresses the issue of
motivation with the conviction of the innate desire to know and by offering a rigorous method to
develop more automatic skills through the appropriation of one’s rational self-consciousness.
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Our innate desire to know is a conscious intent that is revealed in the questions we ask.106 We
cannot explain why or how it is that we have the desire to know. But we can understand our core
self, what we believe and how we learn and understand. Questions are tools that help to
differentiate consciousness. Questions express our desire to know, identify areas we do not
understand, and allow us to deepen our reflexive learning.107 The greater our basic desire to
know, the greater our motivation to search for answers. Teaching leaders to question in new and
greater ways may also facilitate the desire. Once a skill is made to be more automatic, or
habitual, it is less susceptible to one’s motivation.108 Our questions generally may provide
incomplete answers that then lead to other questions.109 George Kelly suggests that asking
questions invites a reply, welcomes the unexpected, and opens possibilities. Conclusions often
serve to limit if not stultify both action and thought,110 particularly if there is not an
understanding that even conclusions are probable conclusions that are always open to change.
Lonergan’s method includes a structured process and taxonomy of questions that
correspond to a consecutive set of cognitive levels, not unlike those developed by Benjamin
Bloom.111 The last two levels – judge and decide – represent metacognition as they require one
to be aware of his thinking and involve thinking about one’s thinking. Since they do not
generally have one correct answer and require discernment and reflection to arrive at a single
judgment and decision, higher-level questions increase in cognitive complexity.112 Once arrived
at, the knowledge stands distinct from the self and can be acted on by the will.113 The resulting
decision has a clarity and conviction to it, perhaps akin to how Hume describes the power of a
belief that can govern our actions.114

Summary
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Self-knowledge of our cognitive operations, an open and questioning mind, and a desire
to understand others are key components of empathy. Self-knowledge and a process to question
can be learned, and therefore empathy can also be learned. Such learning may need to be viewed
as a way of life rather than a permanent achievement. The innate desire to know, expressed in
questions, provides the initial motivation for empathy. By owning our rational selfconsciousness, we can more easily identify and move between levels and types of consciousness
to relate to others more effectively. We can also guide others into higher spheres of relating.
Lonergan’s structured approach offers the willing subject a way to take possession of his rational
self-consciousness and inhabit expanded fields of consciousness.

Otto Rank and Will Therapy

When we speak of human consciousness, we are concerned with how our consciousness
relates to object or person, whether it be by knowing (form), feeling (senses), or striving
(will).115 Lonergan was primarily concerned with the knowing aspect of consciousness. While he
recognized humans as entities-in-relation, his method did not require the assistance of others, nor
was it particularly concerned with affect or emotions. One could surmise that perhaps there is
little need to look at the emotional or affective side of an empathic consciousness when it is
possible to spiral up to a higher level of cognitive relationship. However, such an approach may
threaten to leave us with an incomplete understanding of empathic consciousness. Consciousness
and emotion cannot be separated.116 Also, there is a growing body of evidence that the emotional
and cognitive brain processes involved in empathy are independent systems, even though
empathic responses evoke both processes to varying degrees.117 When we consider that our
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limbic brain, which governs emotions, developed millions of years before the neocortical
reasoning brain, it is plausible to consider that emotional patterns of relating could be more
deeply ingrained than cognitive patterns.118
As a means of adding depth and breadth to the affective and striving dimensions of
empathic consciousness, this study includes the perspectives of the Austrian psychologist Otto
Rank (1884–1939). Rank was interested in the emotional aspect of consciousness, expressed by
the human will in relation with another. He developed an original theory of emotional experience
that provided an efficacious approach to understanding other human wills.119
Rank was Freud’s understudy for almost twenty years. His heterodoxy from Freud’s
causal paradigm resulted in the formulation of his own theory of emotions focused on the
consciousness and the choices individuals make within the constraints of time. Rank coined his
approach will therapy and used scientific principles in modern physics, including relativity
theory and the uncertainty principle, to counter the over-intellectualized, deterministic
psychology of the time.120 His approach is characterized by an active “here and now” focus of
human relationships with an emphasis on consciousness and the will, rather than history,
transference, the unconscious, and unfulfilled wishes.121
Rank’s epistemology and ontology were largely influenced by Nietzschean
existentialism. An important assumption that Rank makes is that “in psychic life, there is no one
stable viewpoint” that allows us to explain or understand phenomenon on a universal basis.122 As
such, we are responsible for our construction of meaning. Like Husserl’s phenomenology, Rank
focused on the lived experience and believed that the conscious awareness of another creates a
relational connection that allows another to express his will.123 This relational connection also
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underpins Rank’s constructivist notion of learning, which occurs through active and social
engagement with the help of another, much like Vygotsky believed.124
Rank was more interested in treating clients than documenting or describing his
techniques. As such, the forthcoming discussion of his theory will be supplemented by
psychologists Virginia Robinson and Jessie Taft, who studied with Rank, documented his
approach, and were treated by him.

The Nature of Will
The concept of will has a long and complex history throughout Western thought. In
classical times, the will was viewed as an integrated aspect of intellect and feeling.125 As
philosophers continued to explore the construct, finer distinctions emerged. Augustine suggested
that the will had an independent power; Hume assigned a subjectivity to the construct; Locke
magnified will as the faculty that produced volition;126 and Nietzsche recognized the potential of
will to propel man beyond mere survival.127
By the nineteenth century, philosophers and psychologists viewed will as autonomous,
assigning the mind faculties of intellect, emotion, and will.128 Will played a significant role in
explaining human agency.129 However, after World War I, the notion of will came under intense
criticisms by scholars who sought more mechanistic explanations of behavior.130 Rank retrieved
the construct in the early twentieth century, lifting it out of empiricist and moralistic spheres, and
making it the core of his philosophy and approach to understanding others.131 Rank believed that
the emphasis on morality in psychology, philosophy, and religion resulted in denying and
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labeling will impulses as bad.132 Instead, he saw will as neither good nor evil, but as the key
determining factor in the success in human relations.133
Rank acknowledged Nietzsche’s influence in his formulation of the construct but
suggested his notion of will was different.134 He avoided reifying the concept, offering no single,
static definition. He described will as an indivisible part of character and identity, with
inexhaustible creativity and dynamism in the way it projects and denies itself.135 The individual
will can emerge negatively as a controlling element or positively as the urge to create.136 He also
suggested that will is the underlying expression of the self.137 Will is not energy or purpose138 but
has to do with the strength or force of one’s effort to grapple with his world, to deal with the
internal and external forces that press upon him, and to try and control and mold these forces in
some way to meet his immediate needs as well as growth needs.139 The will is the power that
rules over an individual’s past and determines his attitude.140 Viewed through the lens of
Freudian terminology, the ego represents the primal force and the will is the strength of the
force.141 Ego is the bearer of our creative will and our conscious personality.142
We know little of the activity of our will.143 We are only able to grasp glimpses of it, and
then only in particular situations.144 The will is too abstract to be conscious until it is relation,
positively or negatively, with another will or an object.145 The nature of the will is to oppose
outer reality146 and to will against the other will.147 The interaction can best be described as the
clashing and interaction of two wills in the present moment.148 Excluding the will only
strengthens will reactions.149 The struggle of wills does not come from reasoning but from an
emotional need for gratification of wants, desires, and fulfillment of what is important to us.150
Will forms patterns of expression over time.151
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Will and consciousness are closely linked,152 so much so that some have suggested that
will was the origin of consciousness.153 Rank makes the distinction among emotion, will, and
consciousness, explaining that emotion is a perception of an instinct or the “what of will.” Will is
a conscious expression or act of this instinct, while consciousness provides psychological
significance so as to be able to form judgments and act intentionally and ethically.154 Rank
believed that consciousness and its development are determined by our will; they are in dynamic
dialect, influencing on another.155 He believed our self-consciousness could allow us to observe
changes in our consciousness but that our will can only be observed in a relational context.156

Will Therapy Defined
Unlike Freudian approaches, Rank calls for a dynamic psychology in which the
unconscious or the past are not important.157 He believed that therapy focused on the past only
makes one dependent morally thereby, relieving him of one of his responsibilities and
consequently inhibiting his psychological development.158 Furthermore, he held that the
unconscious was unnecessary since people are already conscious of a great deal if they accept
responsibility for their own state of being or have proper support to express themselves.159 His
psychology of consciousness was designed to treat individuals as adults, not through child
development theories.160 For Rank, therapy was an experiential and social concept of adaption
rather than a medical concept of what is normal.161 Taft describes will therapy as “purely
individual, non-moral, non-scientific, non-intellectual, which can take place only when divorced
from all hint of control.”162 The approach was difficult to grasp intellectually, but Robinson
describes it as a “dynamic, present, swift-moving experience with an ending.”163
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Will therapy assumes that every relationship is therapeutic in some sense and explores
the way in which people use each other to meet their needs.164 More specifically, the approach
looks at how humans work out their wills in relation to others.165 The present, spontaneous
experience that occurs in social interaction serves as the context for understanding another. Will
therapy is based on observation and experience of feeling as a pathway to understanding
emotions in relation to behavior and consciousness.166 The “here and now” encounters with
others are unscripted and allow for more creative ways of relating. Rank believed that it is not
the past that humans repress, but the immediate.167 As such, the focus of the therapeutic
relationship centers on the manifesting and verbalizing will, which brings a unique phenomenon
of spontaneity that can establish a new primary cause that the individuals can carry forward.168
At the heart of will therapy are relational problems that stem from the inability to
experience polarities in our emotions without feeling guilty.169 Guilt exists in all relationships
and is brought about by self-consciousness.170 Taft explains that when people express inner
compulsions, it brings feelings of guilt or inferiority because of our cultural conditioning.171 This
tension produces an inner conflict and ambivalence because we want two things at the same
time.172 For example, we may long to be a part of a team, yet at the same time we also want to
avoid the complications inherent in group dynamics. These types of tensions result in denying
the will, expressed by emotions, which leads us to not accept our individuality or humanity.173
Part of the efficacy of the therapy lies in the ability to address the fear that is inherent in
individuating and becoming self-conscious and learning to live the dynamic tension of wanting
to simultaneously to unite with and separate from others.174 Uniting puts us in harmony with
others and facilitates the primal desire to return to a state of oneness.175 On the other hand,
separation preserves individuality and provides cognitive distance to be able to reflect and
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respect a world view that may be very different than one’s own. To be sure, both unity and
separation are important for perceptual acuity and the development of empathy.
According to Robinson, the fundamental problem of living for all people is keeping unity
and separation in balance,176 which is done by recognizing and using emotions rather than
thinking, denying, or justifying.177 However, some individuals are not able to adapt so easily or
have formed unproductive patterns that may be innate or established early in life. The goal in
will therapy is to give the individual immediate emotional experiences that can help a person
voluntarily accept himself and take responsibility for his conscious experience of life.178
Emotional experiences impact the degree of self-consciousness.179 The bringing together of
experience and knowing has the potential to guide will in a positive direction.

Will Therapy Operationalized
Rank’s formation of “client-centered therapy” includes several defining characteristics.
The source for help in therapy is not the therapist but the client; everything flows from the client
as center – the approach, the process, and the content.180 The therapy is highly individualized and
more art than science. The client’s self-expression is legitimized, and the therapeutic relationship
is humanized by focusing on the real and present human interaction rather than on a fixed,
distant, emotionally buffered encounter. Allowing another to express his will facilitates a letting
go of faulty assumptions and beliefs by stepping outside of conventional ways of thinking and
addressing problems.181 In fact, Rank suggests that the only control we have in relationships is
our authentic understanding and respect for the strength of another.182
To equalize the relationship, Rank avoids the word therapist altogether by employing the
term helper. While the helper is not insignificant, it is the client’s impulse toward growth and
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personal responsibility that determines success.183 He describes the client’s role as author, while
the helper’s role is producer.184 Rank states that his technique consists essentially in having no
technique other than the skills one has acquired, which are never crystalized into technical rules
or ideologies.185 Although his approach lacks a well-defined structure, the therapy may be
understood by events that unfold in the beginning, middle, and end of the process. In the
beginning, the client feels the pressure of the situation; in the middle, he consciously learns to
experience his emotions and accept his will through interactions with the helper; and in the final
phase, he is changed by the relational interaction and takes responsibility for his learning and
carries it forward.186

Beginning
Like most therapeutic interventions, the first and most essential step is to make good
contact with the client. The sense of relation allows the client to feel a sense of unity and oneness
that lets him know he is not alone. The relational connection establishes an identification mindset
and offers experience with another that facilitates greater ease with empathy.187 According to
Robinson, the client needs to use the helper to solve his problem, which starts by feeling a
sufficient level of comfort to be able to deposit the burden of his problem on therapist.188 During
this initial stage, the key strategies are being actively present and listening.
However, Rank’s process goes beyond rudimentary rapport since the relationship is an
essential part of engaging another’s will. Attempting to understand another involves moving
from one’s own sense of being to another’s. Part of this shift requires the helper to subject his
will to another emphasizes the similarity, particularly in the emotional sphere, which can release
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tension of difference, with its focus on comparing, and create greater unity with the other.189 In
order to facilitate this shift, it is crucial that the helper accepts and understands the client’s
attitude and impulses as a real expression of self as they emerge, rather than passing negative
judgment in light of prevailing social norms.190 This acceptance is not a passive tolerance but
rather an active searching for deeper meaning that the individual may be struggling to
articulate.191 This requires the helper to constantly check his own attitude and behavior as well as
to listen outside of linear language by attending to a more powerful submission of feeling. To be
empathetic, one must be present and listen. Although the listening is multilayered, the key focus
is attending to the emotional consciousness of the client. Australian psychologist Godfrey
Barrett-Lennard later described this type of listening as “experiencing the consciousness behind
another’s outward communication.”192
Treating someone’s immediate patterns of reaction is the focus of will therapy. These
emotional reaction patterns are a mix of the past, the current situation, and the relationship with
the helper. To successfully treat a client, one must learn his speech and grasp the essence of his
personality. His reactions are created by him to fulfill his psychic needs.193 In this way, the
helper gains access to the client’s experience of reality. In this beginning stage, the role of the
helper is to avoid interfering with the client’s expression while noticing his reaction patterns.194
This requires the helper to know his craft, know himself, and to understand that the therapeutic
situation has an influence on the client’s reactions. Not surprisingly, the helper’s character is an
essential part of influence.
The helper is not focused on the accuracy of the content but rather on observing the two
currents of the will operating in opposite directions, one towards separation and one towards
union.195 Like Rank, Vygotsky believed that we can see the will in action when humans interact
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according to their own nature and without interference.196 At the very heart of will therapy is
emotional denial, rationalization, or justification of willing that we cannot admit to without
guilt.197 The objective is that the client feels what he feels at the time he feels it and without
guilt. When the will experiences guilt feelings, its tendency is to deny or repress them.198
Although simple sounding, we fear feeling and expressing our emotions because of their
uniqueness, nonconformity, and our lack of control over them.199 Emotions impel us to engage
with others, be vulnerable, and take risks.
An additional aspect of will therapy is the establishment of a time limitation for the
therapy in the beginning and subsequently throughout the process. The theory centers on human
patterns and time, and posits that our relationship to time represents our deepest and most
fundamental life pattern.200 Imposing a time limit has the effect of shifting the focus away from
the cause to the present emotional situation.201 According to Rank, time represents the form of
consciousness that holds pleasure or pain and the will strives to prolong the feeling of happiness
in consciousness.202 Although each person has a different pattern of how she or he relates to
time, introducing a time constraint facilitates the conscious process.

Middle
Just as was done at the onset, the middle phase focuses on unique, spontaneous
experiences between the client and helper, rather than on cognitive dialogue. This process occurs
at the client’s pace but with an awareness of general time limitations. Interestingly, the noun for
therapy in Greek is “a servant,” which may aptly characterize the role of the helper in this
therapeutic modality.203 The helper passively waits and actively listens, carefully observing the
nuances of the client’s emotional expression and witnessing the will uniting and separating.204
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No interpretation if offered, other than a spontaneous verbalization of what is perceived the
client is feeling in the moment but may be denying.205 The goal of the therapy is to preserve and
strengthen the will rather than project one’s emotions onto the helper.206 By giving the client
space to feel in the present without someone interpreting or judging, the client gradually begins
to accept responsibility for his feelings and impulses.207
The client’s role is to consciously verbalize his immediate feeling rather than suppress his
will. Since will needs another will to struggle against, the verbalization must come forth from the
interaction between people.208 The significance of the act of verbalizing will is that it brings will
and consciousness together in a voluntary subjection to oneself, which consequently propels one
forward.209 In this movement forward, the patient acknowledges the emotion and the
consciousness related to it. What that looks like is the client can admit what and how he feels
without denying it, including feeling contradictory impulses consciously.210 Will does not have a
language but borrows words to express itself. Consciousness begins as a feeling and once the
emotion is named, then it can be more adequately understood and controlled.211 The
verbalization of one’s will is but a snapshot of the person in the moment. Rank distinguishes the
notion of “making conscious” and “becoming conscious,” suggesting that the latter happens
when the individual verbalizes his conscious emotions.212 Once this occurs, nothing else is
needed because the verbalization creates an explicit awareness of the client’s willing and feeling
that then allows a conscious act.
Functionally, the verbalization creates a separation from the object of projection and the
immediate experience, thereby creating a new feeling experience, which facilitates a shift in
impulse-will control.213 While Rank did not explain why it worked, he saw the outer-speech act
as a representation of the motives and meaning of inner speech. There are differing theories to
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explain why the verbalization can create such a shift. Taft believed the conscious feeling
measured the degree of letting go as well as the emotional acceptance of the ambivalence of will,
which could reduce fear and guilt.214 Freud believed that verbalized word presentations are
residues of memories that can be made conscious again.215 Reik suggested that it is the
awareness of another’s attitude towards the person that creates a self-consciousness that
facilitates the shift.216 Furthermore, he also believed that at times the verbal articulation can
surprise us, which has the effect of shifting and focusing the conscious intention in a different
direction.217
End
Endings are difficult for many people, which is why will therapy continues to emphasize
the time limitations as it progresses. Time limitations can help to keep patients focused on the
present moment. Rank envisioned the therapy as a short-term intervention. Case descriptions
ranged from one to eight sessions generally.218
The therapeutic setting itself provides the unique context for experiencing limitations and
emotions in a manner that is not generally possible. Acceptance comes from reevaluating past
experiences and acknowledging the limitations that imagination attempts to deny. When one
learns to truly accept oneself, then acceptance of others and the world will likely follow.219
Success, and an indication pointing toward the end in the therapy, is self-understanding. Selfunderstanding is far from being a purely intellectual process, although it plays itself out in
consciousness, and emerges in the conscious verbalization of emotions.220 The expanded
consciousness that comes with self-understanding facilitates change as clients learn to accept
life’s limitations, experience emotions, and accept themselves. Nietzsche succinctly captured the
significance of the act of self-acceptance as “the seal of liberation is to accept oneself.”221
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Rank’s Relevance to the Themes of Empathy

Self-Awareness
The literature of Ashley and Reiter-Palmon suggests that self-awareness is an amalgam of
cognitive and affective influences.222 Rank well understood that self-awareness was not only a
cognitive process but an emotional one and believed that we must be conscious of our feelings if
they are to influence our actions. The notion of will was revived by Rank, who identified its
power to determine an individual’s attitude and tendency to deny emotions. He also offered its
novel way to arrive at self-knowledge, which Damasio later described as a “feeling of
knowing.”223 The theory itself often operationalized the belief that we must be conscious of our
feelings if they are to positively influence our actions.
Rank’s method is active, immediate, emotional, and forward-looking. His approach does
not include introspection into one’s past or the unconscious so that an authority figure can
discover hidden truth. There are no predetermined categories of evaluation. Instead, Rank calls
for the individual to consciously feel in media res, experience his will impulses in relation to
others, and take responsibility for his patterns and the reality he is constructing. As previously
noted, Rank’s method occurs with the assistance of a helper, not in the privacy of one’s mind.
Self-deception is likely reduced.224 More importantly, Rank also recognized, as did Vygotsky,
that at times one can only reach a greater horizon with the help of an expert peer.225 Indeed, in
Rank’s approach, the helper is viewed as a peer, not as an authority figure to judge or instruct
him. As evidenced in the lifetime of work of the psychologist Vivian Seltzer, peer relationships
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play a significant role in advancing self-understanding,226 and may be an underutilized strategy
in social relations.

Nonjudgmental Attitude
Will therapy is not concerned with prohibition, judgment, or condemnation. At the same
time, the approach extends beyond the simple act of receiving and tolerating another. In fact, will
therapy was designed for the helper more than the client. Rank believed the challenge for the
psychology profession was not in comprehending the nature of therapy but what it takes to truly
help another. It is clear that the helper is not there to try to change the person, but rather to help
him accept himself as he is, which requires a nonjudgmental attitude.227 Rank states, “the basis of
therapy lies in the helper himself, in his capacity to permit the use of self which the therapeutic
relationship implies as well as his psychological insight and technical skill.”228 The client need
only express his will. It is the therapist who must learn to keep his own will and any moralizing
or normalizing out of the process.229

Relational Listening
The type of listening that Rank advocated for may be defined as relational listening.
Underpinning these simple words is deep relatedness and reverence for others. Without words,
the helper’s attention communicates that the client’s life is as important to the helper as one’s
own life. Listening is an attitude as much it is a skill. It is the attitude of “I-Thou” that Martin
Buber advocated.230 Rank reminds us that the idea of bedside rounds had to be introduced to
doctors to teach them how to listen to their patients and not simply treat their diseases. What
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makes relational listening therapeutic is the experience of being understood without
manipulation or a behavioral goal in mind.

Motivation
The Latin word for motivation is motivus, meaning “a moving cause.” For Rank, the
motivus is the universal, internal desire to unite with another. It is the key component of
empathy. According to Rank, the desire to unite originates from a longing to return to our
strongest interconnected pleasure experience in intrauterine life.231 He notes the mother–child
reunion is represented across cultures, art, myths, and religions.232 Some scholars suggest a
reason that most humans empathize is based in an ability to return to this earlier state in life, both
intrauterine and as infants, when we existed in union with another.233 Bateson has described it
more as a meta-pattern connecting all living creatures together.234

Summary
Rank offers a unique way of looking at the dynamic nature of relationships involving the
will. Rank’s approach advances the notion that success in relationships depends on knowledge
and acceptance of self, an understanding of the limits of time, and a way to listen to the
emotional experiences of others. Rank introduced emotional theory to psychoanalysis, which
Ernest Becker suggested was absent at the time.235 While empathy is largely a cognitive process,
adaptations in intelligence present much smaller opportunities than emotional adaptations that
can come about by shifts in thinking and willing.236
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Rank offers an approach of taking ownership for our emotional consciousness so that we can
listen to others without interference. Being fully present and listening to another may create a
sense of unity that makes it easier to experience similarity and adapt to difference in others and
then to find a rhythm of balancing both in our interactions. Rank’s unique approach of clientcentered listening in situ, focusing on conscious reaction patterns in the present, helps raise
invisible constructions of reality visible so conscious decision making may be made more
possible.

Analysis and Synthesis
Although written in separate times and in different traditions, the ideas of Lonergan and
Rank are as applicable today as they were in the mid-twentieth century. Both called for the
individual to appropriate aspects of self-consciousness that facilitated human understanding.
They shunned the search for an essentialized understanding of others and instead were willing to
engage with unknown aspects of themselves and others. Each transcended traditional
epistemological paradigms and offer non-reductionist ways of arriving at self-awareness and the
ability to listen without judgment that may serve as the basis for developing an empathic
consciousness. Both Lonergan and Rank advanced the belief that understanding others is an
ongoing process requiring motivation, skill, and greater, more highly developed levels of selfreferenced consciousness. Lonergan stressed the need for knowing and owning one’s own
rational self-consciousness and provided a structure to do so. Rank introduced a novel approach
to understand another by listening to the emotional consciousness expressed by will. It may be
worth noting that adopting either of the scholars’ approaches, may, in and of itself, be
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insufficient to develop empathic consciousness; however, taken together in a symbiotic fashion,
they offer self-reflexive approaches that may facilitate a more holistic understanding of self and
others.
Each approached the development of consciousness uniquely. Lonergan moves beyond
the woeful postmodern view that the world is absent of truth or the possibility of moral order.
His method defies a specific paradigm yet accepts and extends constructivism beyond the
construction itself to the individual who is making the constructions. While his method is
rigorous and requires dedication to discern personal constructions of truth, it has the potential to
be transformative to those willing to embark on the journey of self-knowledge. At the same time,
the Transcendental method contains its own scotoma.237 The role of emotional consciousness is
insufficiently addressed in the method and the approach relies exclusively on the individual’s
fractional insight to arrive at self-knowledge.
Even though Lonergan borrows Piaget’s notion of the development of a rational
consciousness, he avoids addressing the affective dimension that Piaget and others suggest
characterizes all consciousness. Lonergan appropriates Piaget’s psychology of cognitive
operations yet refrains from fully engaging with Piaget’s assertion that the affective and
cognitive aspects of life, while distinct, are inseparable because all interactions involve a
structuring and an assignment of value.238 This point is perhaps more fundamentally made in
Damasio’s article, “Descartes’ Error: Emotion, Reason, and the Human Brain,” whereby he
explains how somatic markers, or physical representations of emotional states, can be stored in
the memory and can impact future decision making.239 In short, no decisions are void of
emotions, something Hume noted centuries ago.240
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Lonergan’s method suggests that emotion and passion can be directed by the will once
one’s rational self-consciousness is appropriated.241 As such, he addressed will at the end of his
treatise and in a somewhat truncated manner. Lonergan accepted scholastic philosophy’s view of
the will as good.242 For Rank, knowledge alone is not enough to guide the will. One must also
emotionally free himself through lived experience of his will, which brings insight afterward.243
Furthermore, Rank warned that if we only believe the will is good, then we do not have to accept
responsibility for our actions.244
On the surface, Lonergan’s method may appear more self rather than other focused.
However, his concern was to have each person identify and take ownership of his patterns of
operation so he could relate more effectively with others. Nevertheless, his method does not
require others to achieve insight, perhaps because he accepted that adults have already
internalized parental and societal influences and automatically think socially.245 Yet, by his
definition, a scotoma is something that cannot be seen or is difficult to deal with emotionally.
Thus, the method may only take one so far. For example, Piaget did not believe that it was
possible to achieve the highest level of consciousness by purely individualistic means.246 Piaget,
like Rank, believed that consciousness arises by a comparison of self and others. Furthermore,
Piaget suggested that an individual is not capable of achieving a moral consciousness through
purely individualistic methods since the self is always a collective product of society.247
What may be viewed as deficiencies in the transcendental method can be ameliorated
with will therapy’s relational focus on experiencing and appropriating the direction, depth, and
ambivalence of our emotional consciousness through will. Will therapy requires a helper who
illuminates blind spots and guides the individual to learn to experience and express his emotions
while balancing the tension between the desire to unite and to separate from others. Will therapy
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acknowledges what Lonergan identified as an organized resistance within the individual to go
beyond the coherence and continuity of his own horizon or worldview. Therefore, the helper
plays an important role in expanding the other’s horizon. Will therapy also provides a more
complete understanding of the nature of will by noting how it manifests in positive and negative
emotions, seeking to keep them in equilibrium. The balancing of external and internal forces is
significant because it may be what gives one the contextual intelligence that seems to be so
critical in cross-cultural interactions.
At the same time, will therapy itself is incomplete. Although the creative and
spontaneous approach of the therapy aims for balance, an imbalance exists in the method. Will
therapy operates at the theoretical level, since it lacks a documented, structured framework for
the helper to follow. The approach is skewed towards the creative and non-rational, leaving
cognitive reflection and reasoning insufficiently addressed, particularly for the client who must
carry forward insights into thoughtful, and ideally ethical, decision making. Rank’s method
advocated for avoiding initial moral judgments so that emotions could be authentically
expressed, which may be effective for the therapeutic setting but less so in cross-cultural
business. While there is no widespread agreement among psychologists or philosophers
regarding any universal morals, there are principles that tend to be universal, such as justice and
fairness, consideration of impact of actions on other’s well-being, and social order.248 Lonergan’s
transcendental method provides a structure as well as a framework for ethical, moral, and even
spiritual judgments and insights.
Just as no literary story can be understood by a single interpretation, empathic
consciousness requires approaches that address more of the whole person. We need directed and
undirected thought and ways of being249 to arrive at an inclusive vision of empathic
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consciousness. We also need Lonergan’s structured, epistemological process of arriving at
personal and committed truth and Rank’s creative, existential expression of the will to claim
ownership for our emotional relating and life direction. Incorporating the knowing and being
contained in their methods can yield greater awareness in our patterns of thinking and relating,
and how they shape our dynamic worldview. Together, they help us to identify and appropriate
our own cognitive and emotional state and help us to detect the states and sense making of
others. When we integrate the strategies of Lonergan and Rank, we have the basis for developing
empathic consciousness, an active process of engaging the worldview of another to create greater
mutual understanding.

Summary
This chapter has explored the works of Bernard Lonergan and Otto Rank with the hope of
expanding the possibilities for the development of an empathic consciousness. Together, they
address the nexus of self-reflexive consciousness and the development of empathy and offer two
diverse ways of knowing and relating from experience. Lonergan’s approach acknowledges the
structure of cognition and gives us a way to strengthen our meaning making. Rank gives voice to
the willing expressed in our identity that does not conform to logical canons.
In the forthcoming chapter, tenets of constructivist development theory will be explored
as a means to consider how Lonergan and Rank ideas can be translated into leader development
strategies that may guide interested leaders in enhancing conscious empathy.
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CHAPTER 4
STRATEGIES OF DEVELOPMENT
Chapter 3 explored and synthesized ideas from Bernard Lonergan and Otto Rank, which
addressed the select themes of empathy in the literature and informed the development of
empathic consciousness. Together they help us to understand empathy in a more coherent
fashion. Lonergan protocols suggest that by discovering and owning one’s rational selfconsciousness, one can gain a stable foundation that facilitates understanding others and
promotes ongoing self-development. Rank protocols suggest that by learning to experience and
express denied or rationalized emotions in dynamic dialogue with another, an emotional selfconsciousness surfaces that can change the nature of the relationship. By way of review, this
study suggests that empathic consciousness refers to the development of a fully differentiated,
self-reflexive consciousness that considers a whole-person phenomenon biologically,
emotionally, cognitively, socially, and morally.
The present chapter identifies factors in development strategies that may need to be
considered in educational programs looking to develop empathy. My suggestion is to consider
constructivism as the epistemological basis and critical realism as method. Constructivism
reminds us that there is no single, static truth but rather individual constructions of reality.
Critical realism gives us a way to better understand, own, and improve individual constructions.
Lonergan’s transcendental method discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 provides an operational
overview of a critical realist approach to examining one’s conscious construction, and will not be
covered again in this chapter.
Constructivist learning approaches are well suited for this project, given the subjective
and personalized nature of empathy. Four key tenets of constructivist learning theory are
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discussed, highlighting the theories of John Dewey, Jean Piaget, Lev Vygotsky, and other
constructivists who have followed their lead. These learning theory tenets have pragmatic utility
for the educator and the individual interested in developing empathic consciousness. Learning
theory is crucial to developing empathy because learning itself can be an effective vehicle to
create mental shifts and change in will. Examples of constructive learning and development
strategies and approaches that have particular relevance to empathy are presented.

Constructivist Learning Theory
Constructivist learning theory was influenced by early educational theorists such as John
Dewey, Jean Piaget, and Lev Vygotsky. Each emphasized a different aspect of constructivism
and influenced numerous other theorists, who will also be referenced in this chapter. Dewey was
interested in a theory of experience and underscored dynamic connection between past and
current experiences in the unique learning process for individuals.1 Piaget detailed the processes
that individuals use to assimilate new experiences into existing mental frameworks as well as
how individuals adjust or reframe mental representations to accommodate new experiences, such
as learning from mistakes.2 Vygotsky highlighted the social nature of learning, suggesting that
learning first occurs in a social context and is subsequently internalized.3 Taken together, these
theorists help elucidate the foundational principles of constructivist andragogy, which represent a
radical shift from Enlightenment learning strategies that emphasized objective reality in the form
of disciplines, subjects, and theories independent of people.4 We begin by examining the
epistemology and structure of learning, the learner himself, and the social nature of learning
within the constructivist paradigm.
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Epistemology
The essential epistemology of constructivist learning theory is that there is no knowledge
independent of the individual.5 Learning and development occur within the individual and
through experience.6 Constructivism challenges conventional epistemology by reversing the
focus from the static world “out there” to the learner who is making sense of the dynamic world
he or she is experiencing and constructing.7 In constructivist learning, people create
understanding and meaning precisely by reflecting on their experiences. By doing so learners can
move away from habitual thinking, which can tend to support uncritical acceptance of the status
quo or, worse yet, missed opportunities.
As suggested by the Latin meaning of educate, “to draw out,” the educator’s role is not to
impart knowledge that the learner passively assimilates. Rather, educators use the experiential
process to challenge and support learners as to arrive at more satisfying and meaningful
outcomes.8 However, for learners to assimilate and accommodate external experiences within
their internal frameworks, it is essential that they possess solid foundational self-knowledge by
which to compare and analyze their experiences.
Self-knowledge is essential for empathy. To understand the sense making taking place in
another’s mind, you must know your own.9 Self-knowledge involves the difficult task of gaining
familiarity with one’s own patterns of sense making and relating to others. As reflected in
Lonergan’s method, the learner can locate, understand, and own his own rational cognitive
patterns.10 In doing so, one becomes more aware of his own weaknesses and limits, ideally
making him humbler and more accepting in relations with others. With self-knowledge comes a
more stable base of knowing that allows for choice and intentionality in perceiving,
understanding, and interacting with others. However, self-knowledge is not merely a cognitive
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process. As Robinson suggested, self-knowledge can lead to an acceptance of the self that
provides a safe place one can always return to, which can then allow one to safely enter the
reality of another’s individual feelings to grasp the experience and meaning of the other.11
Although the individual creates his own meaning, educators can offer perceptual
frameworks to help with sense making. Such frameworks may take the form of observational
categories or process protocols that guide learning. An example of an observational category
presented in this study was Lonergan’s four preferred patterns of consciousness (biological,
aesthetic, dramatic, or intellectual) that individuals tend to gravitate toward.12 The observational
category guides the learner to identify his own patterns of consciousness within tested
framework, thus accelerating his ability to understand self and others more efficiently. Robert
Kegan’s development approach is an example of a process protocol that can guide learners
toward self-authorship. The term “self-authorship” is meant to describe the process of
developing an internal, self-directed personal identity,13 essential to empathy. Self-authored
individuals can not only take responsibility for their constructions of reality, but also become
active agents in their own growth and development by continually transforming their meaning
making structure.14 Kegan’s model of self-authorship includes three aspects of development in
the order of consciousness: cognitive, intrapersonal, and interpersonal.15 The cognitive
dimension is epistemological in nature and is concerned with meaning making. The
intrapersonal is focused on one’s sense of self, one’s values and beliefs. The interpersonal is
focused on one’s relations with others. Kegan suggests that no one dimension alone can assist
one to adequately cope with the complex life tasks in the modern world, thus the title of his
book, In Over Our Heads. However, when these dimensions of consciousness are developed
together, following a process, they can guide learners toward an internal identity that is no longer
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authored by them as much as one that authors them. Kegan’s self-authorship theory has been
tested and explored by a number of scholars and continues to undergo refinements as it is
implemented across cultures.16

Structure of Learning
Constructivism recognizes that development is neither linear nor biologically
evolutionary.17 Rather, it is an active learning process of trial and error, adaptation, and
assimilation, as Piaget suggested.18 Described otherwise, constructivist learning is not
prescriptive or structured didactically to fill a blank slate or teach a specific behavior or
technique. It is experiential and emphasizes the adaptive nature of knowing rather than
discovering fixed knowledge.19 The focus is on helping the learner create meaning from his
experiences and enlarging his consciousness.20 Such an approach may require more planning,
thought, and spontaneity by the educator than traditional education may,21 particularly when
learn-to-learn strategies are introduced that can help learners understand and navigate different
situations.22 For example, Robinson’s framework, which characterizes actions in the beginning,
middle, and end of a relational interaction, offers one learn-to-learn strategy that can be
employed in any cross-cultural setting.23
Many companies, educational institutions, and educators may acknowledge the value of
focusing on the learner to help glean insights from his experiences. Notwithstanding, many
courses and programs of study focus on the external marketplace and are delivered through
truncated, didactic methods with static, standardized content that is expected to bring change, but
is also aimed at “checking the box” to fulfill an institutional objective.24 Unfortunately, studies
reveal and/or contend that most learning is forgotten soon after the learning event.25 As Theodore
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Reik once insightfully noted, “nothing said to us, nothing we learn from others, reaches so deep
as that which we find in ourselves.”26
A supposition of constructivist theory applied to any learning, or to developing conscious
empathy, is to view that development as an ongoing, more holistic process of sense making that
keep learners open and accountable for learning rather than abdicate power to experts or
institutions.27 The ongoing process may be referred to as a journey28 whereby one questions past
experiences, emotions, and beliefs, and reflect on the present context and experience to arrive at
meaning. The significance and utility of questioning as a learning strategy was highlighted in the
ideas of Lonergan in Kelly in Chapter 2, where they suggest that questions can both motivate and
encourage learners to remain open. The spirit of inquiry helps learners to become more adaptable
by identifying boundaries and limitations of one’s knowledge, challenging false knowns, and
surfacing underexploited knowns. Statements close the dialectic, as Merleau-Ponty so aptly
noted.29 Questioning remains an under-utilized strategy in many corporate learning programs, as
is reflection.
Reflection is a critical aspect of ongoing learning,30 particularly since our minds may
work faster than our consciousness can keep pace.31 However, it is important to underscore that
the type of reflection required is not simply problem solving or thinking about the person or topic
you are trying to understand. Such an approach may leave the learner unchanged. Rather the
reflection may be thought of as self-reflexivity, which is characterized by questioning oneself to
surface awareness and reflecting how and why one chooses particular approaches, processes or
tools for thinking. The approach of thinking about our thinking is reflected in Lonergan’s
method, whereby the learner discovers patterns of how he experiences, questions, and then
reflects, ultimately generating insights. Equipped with such foundational self-knowledge allows
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better recognition of distinct patterns in others, be truly present when empathizing with another,
and generate insights about the other that can be tested through dialogue, so that understanding is
co-created with another.
A key objective in the structure of the constructivist learning approach is to focus on
internalizing a mindset shift rather than targeting specific behavioral strategies. Behavioral skill
shifts are more easily taught but require external vigilance and enforcement. While mindset shifts
are more challenging because they require individual responsibility for the construction of
meaning, they are more likely to be sustained. Lonergan contends that this type of mindset shift
in self creates a new state of cognitive equilibrium that allows for more deliberate and agile ways
of communicating with others.32

The Learner
Dewey warned against treating all learners the same without factoring in motivation that
can stem from diversity of needs and capabilities of the learner.33 In constructivism, the
individual learner is central in the learning, not content or material to be taught.34 Adults in
particular have a deep need to be self-directing, to learn through experience, and to begin inquiry
with themselves.35 Although learning is individually patterned by each learner;36 many learners
do not possess an awareness of their own preferences, tendencies, or inherent biases, and
therefore may need assistance cultivating this understanding.37 Fortunately a variety of tools can
guide the learner in gaining better self-awareness. For example, a learner’s reaction to cultural
differences can be identified using Milton Bennett’s Development Model of Intercultural
Sensitivity (DMIS).38 The six-stage model, which progresses from stages of denial, defense,
minimization, acceptance, adaptation, and integration, offers a perceptual framework to provide
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the learner with a structure to pinpoint how they perceive, distinguish, and experience cultural
differences. The model is organized as a developmental continuum that guides the learner from
ethnocentrism to ethnorelativism.39 As one progresses through the stages, he begins to
understand how another culture organizes their world views, which, in turn, allows him to adopt
an alternative worldview to the point where he can understand and get a sufficient feel for
another culture to adapt his behavior in culturally appropriate ways.40 When differences are
recognized and discussed, a more vigorous phase of professional growth can occur.41
Another perceptual tool that may be useful in learning and empathy is William O’Brien’s
framework of the five key modes of imagination that tend to surface in the stories people tell.42
O’Brien’s framework helps learners to know their own preferred mode of imagination as well as
offers an interesting way to listen to another’s preferred mode. Stories are a particularly fruitful
method for developing empathy since human consciousness constantly seeks narration by putting
a “before and after” any event.43
These tools, and many others, can accelerate learning by expanding the learner’s
awareness of his dynamic tendencies, including inherent strengths and weaknesses. Coupled with
peer discussion, the learner may be able to better understand and internalize insights triggered
from the tools and interactions. The educator may facilitate the process by posing questions that
help learners consider and understand changes that led to past development and amy also identify
possibilities for future growth.44
At the same time, learners cannot be coerced, intimidated, or forced into learning, but can
be shown strategies to achieve goals and desires. Since each learner is constructing his own
meaning, the uniqueness and complexity of his background, culture, and worldview can be
valuable in the learning process.45 Furthermore, it is widely understood that adults learn best
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through their experiences, a notion that constructivists hold as a central precept. This
individualized approach can be a significant challenge for the educator who aims to help the
learner arrive at his own understanding of how content fits experience. In one’s capacity as
educator the teacher is not so much instructor as facilitator attending to the learning process
itself, noted in Rank’s approach.46 The facilitator plays a critical and active role that requires him
to evaluate the learner’s needs and provide the right amount of challenge and support necessary
for development.47 Nevitt Sanford, an American psychologist, suggested that one way to
determine the appropriate level of challenge for adults is to consider major pressures and
possibilities in the individual’s stage of life and identify goals and milestones yet to be
achieved.48
Constructivist learning may also challenge conventionally held wisdoms about adult
learners since most learning theories were developed based on studies of children, tending to be
concrete thinkers. Adults generally have more differentiated and abstract ways of thinking.49
However, there is also the conventional view that adult intellectual abilities decline with age.
Neuroscientist Michael Merzenich’s studies in neuroplasticity found that although there are
cognitive impairments associated with age-related changes, with novel inputs, adults can
strengthen, correct, and rejuvenate neurons.50 Furthermore, with training behavioral
improvements and increased cognitive focus are indeed possible.51 Robert Kegan may have
captured it best when he said, “adulthood is not an end state but a vast evolutionary expanse
encompassing a variety of capacities of mind.”52
Concomitantly, a meta-analysis of recent studies reported in the National Academy of
Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine’s How People Learn II suggests that adults can and do
continue to develop throughout the lifespan, albeit in different ways than children or young
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adults.53 Adults rely more on their established base of knowledge and experience to develop and
retain new capabilities, prefer active learning that has more immediate relevance, and are
interested in learning that increases self-efficacy.54 Thus, understanding the starting point and
desired end point of the learner is key. Using appropriate complex, realistic, and germane issues
that the adult is grappling with can make the learning more meaningful. For example, someone
trying to understand a person from another culture may benefit from a simulated interaction with
someone from that culture so that he gets a first-hand experience of how he responds to the novel
challenges involved. When the experience is processed with a capable peer, the learner can
receive feedback, reflect on his approach, and decide how to adapt in future exchanges. In short,
effective learning facilitates a mindset shift and an adaptability that is able to move and function
in different contexts, such as cultural ones. Educational psychologist Jack Mezirow referred to
this type of approach as transformational learning whereby an epistemological shift occurs in
how we know, not only what we know, and can be accomplished by becoming critically aware of
the tacit assumptions and expectations of self and others and then interpreting those within a
given context.55

Social Nature of Learning
Oral and written language, symbols, music, and even code were created by and for people
to transmit ideas and perspectives. Thus, it comes as no surprise that learning has a tremendous
social component.56 The social nature of learning is significant to constructivists and most
notably to Vygotsky who emphasized how learning is socially and culturally mediated by others
from birth and throughout one’s life.57 Vygotsky noted that children initially learn through
interactions with adults who can observe the child’s mental processes and motivations by his
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verbalizations.58 As children consciously internalize learning and gain greater self-efficacy,
learning can occur independently, and inner speech develops.59 Inner speech is not speech per se
but is an intellectual and affective-volitional activity within the individual and holds the answer
to the last “why” or rationale in a person’s analysis of thinking.60 Inner speech is for oneself and
external speech is for others. Once inner speech is developed, it is more difficult to observe the
thought process and motives of the learner unless verbalized since words are a generalized
reflection of one’s perception of reality.61 Thus, language and learning are dialectically
intertwined.
As learning becomes more social throughout the lifespan, opportunities for socially
meaningful dialogues and interactions emerge, such as collaborating, sharing, and learning with
others. These opportunities for social interactions and applications are critical to learning
because they help us confirm what we know and what we don’t know. The learning we have not
yet learned but are in the process of learning is what Vygotsky referred to as the Zone of
Proximal Development (ZPD).62 The ZPD represents a potential to increase development for a
learner when he is assisted by or in collaboration with more capable peers.63 The ZPD is relevant
to empathic consciousness since, according to Vygotsky, consciousness is built from the outside
in through interactions and discussions with more capable peers or superiors and then
internalized.64 Vygotsky suggested this internalization happens through a vicarious transference
of consciousness to another.65
A more detailed explanation of the significance of the role of consciousness and language
in understanding others was arrived at by Julian Jaynes. His treatise holds that human
consciousness as we know it today is a culturally learned event that evolved from social
interactions with peoples of different cultures as overpopulation and social migration increased
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in approximately 1000 BCE.66 The new and increased contact and communication with different
cultures necessitated people consider alternative ways of viewing the world and behaving.
Jaynes posited that a mind space was needed to consider these differences leading to the gradual
buildup of consciousness that could allow people to be retrospective, introspective, and
prospective.67 Mind space allowed people to spatialize themselves in time, reflect, and imagine
alternatives to new problems and challenges.68
According to Jaynes, consciousness is an analog of an individual’s construction of reality
and is embedded in his language, which explains how consciousness can be transferred to
another.69 For example, when people construct metaphors, it generates consciousness,70 which is
noteworthy as we explore constructivist approaches to developing empathic consciousness.
Further, he explains that while consciousness is not all language, it is generated and accessed by
language and taught to others.71
We can see that the social nature of learning manifests not only through language but in a
dyad or group experience itself. Today’s complex, diverse, and highly interdependent world
requires learners to increasingly work in teams to collectively find new ways of solving
challenging problems. These team formations also become a space for each member to be selfreflexive, expand consciousness, and recreate meaning.72 Although the process can happen
organically, it can also be facilitated intentionally so that higher-order learning can occur.
Effective sociocultural learning design in a group setting may take the following forms: 1) being
thoughtful with group composition to ensure a diversity of experiences and thought are
represented across the group; 2) attending to stages of group development so the group can
dialogue about norms and approaches to conflict; 3) structuring learning activities to encourage
peer exchange; 4) ensuring each learner has an active role to play that provides a balance of
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challenge and support; 5) providing opportunity for self-reflexive activities and creating
metaphors to represent insights; and 6) processing learners’ experiences and relationships to
extract meaning and insights about how they think and relate.
The last point is significant in the social nature of learning. Vygotsky found as
individuals interact, they affect social conditions and behavior of the people involved.73 Dewey
and other eminent educators understood deep learning can occur when insights are shared and
discussed within a community.74

Summary
This chapter explored four tenets of constructivist learning theory, illustrated through
strategies of seminal and contemporary scholars. This study suggests that these tenets are
essential considerations to the educator interested in guiding the learning and then the ongoing
development of conscious empathy.
The next chapter will translate the research presented thus far into a constructivist
learning model. The prototype represents one example of how the conscious empathy may be
developed.
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CHAPTER 5
A DEVELOPMENT MODEL OF EMPATHIC CONSCIOUSNESS
This chapter provides an example of how the research in this study can be applied to a
constructivist learning model. The model is developed through a synthesis and redirection of the
salient literature presented in this study and is intended for individuals and educators interested
in acquiring, or guiding learners toward acquiring, greater facility with empathy. I refer to the
prototype as a developmental model of empathic consciousness. As discussed throughout this
study, empathic consciousness is a more fully differentiated, self-reflexive consciousness that
can be developed using a constructivist approach. A well-grounded sense of self is the bedrock
of empathy and is best established before seeking to understand another. The chapter concludes
with considerations for further research.

Applying the Research

Many scholars referenced in this study have suggested the need for a more integrated
approach if we are to develop greater empathic abilities;1 yet no common definition, measure, or
understanding of the construct of empathy exists. As such, this study has identified recurrent
themes of empathy across disciplines and suggested that attention to these themes in a
constructivist approach may be prudent. Of particular import, I noted that self-reflexive
consciousness is essential for empathy. However, the nexus between self-reflexive consciousness
and the development of empathy has received little attention in the literature. That insight led me
to investigate more deeply the works of Bernard Lonergan and Otto Rank, scholars who have
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attempted to use consciousness as an intentional strategy to surface cognitive and emotional
patterns of relating. I found their work to be instructive to particular aspects of empathy. As a
result of a synthesis of that inquiry, I contended that discovering finer distinctions in the patterns
of conscious meaning making and relating may offer an approach for developing empathy.
As discussed throughout this study, consciousness allows us to think, be self-reflexive,
and act volitionally. Consciousness allows the creation of a mind space to inquire, imagine,
reflect, and reconcile our own experiences with other cultures. Rather than relying on superficial
skill-building techniques to develop empathy, discovering patterns in consciousness requires that
we consider multiple dimensions of human intelligence, including the cognitive, affective,
relational, and physical. Continuing to examine singular dimensions of empathy does not
advance the theoretical understanding of the construct.
Cognitive consciousness provides a way to examine our meaning-making operations to
rationally arrive at well-considered judgments; however, if we fail to consider the physical,
affective dimension or the relational nature of consciousness, we may overlook important
insights and opportunities that help the other appreciate that he is really being understood, which
is essential for empathy. For example, numerous scholars cited in the literature review have
noted that we are first and foremost physical beings in the experience of empathy. MerleauPonty exemplifies this view, noting that the roots of the mind are in the body and the body in its
world.2
If consciousness can offer a pathway that accounts for the complexity of empathy, and
may be more suitable for adult development, how can we develop this more holistic form of
empathy that allows us to understand people who are different from ourselves, such as those
from other cultures? And how can organizations interested in developing leaders who possess
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this capability address it in their development programs? As outlined in Chapter 4, constructivist
development approaches offer one possible answer. Developing conscious empathy in crosscultural leadership using a constructivist lens is a process concerned with how people construe
meaning from their interactions and communicate their constructions in more culturally
appropriate ways.
To achieve this outcome, we must acknowledge that empathy does not simply develop on
its own. Developing conscious empathy may be possible when we teach individuals to better
know and own their meaning-making and relational patterns and sharpen their ability to perceive
different patterns in others so they can test assumptions and adapt accordingly. These abilities
can be acquired and developed through Lonergan-Rank protocols when individuals are willing to
engage and reflect at deeper cognitive, intrapersonal, and interpersonal levels. What might that
engagement entail? I would suggest that leaders may need to accept some of the precepts
implied in the process of developing empathy. For example, empathy begins with a recognition
that we are all connected and have an inherent desire to unite with others. While empathy begins
with commonality, it requires a movement toward embracing and appreciating differences.
Acknowledging differences is painful according to Rank, which is why it is often avoided. As
seen in Lonergan’s work, empathy requires that we evolve our level of awareness to higher
levels, which may expose one’s weaknesses, ignorance, and biases. As such, a willingness to be
vulnerable or admit one’s lack of knowledge or awareness is needed. The starting place for
empathy is grounded self-knowledge. Depending on one’s developmental stage, this could be a
rigorous process that takes time. Without that stable foundation of self-knowledge, one cannot
participate in another’s experience and hold another in tensile unity with self. Perhaps the
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overarching theme in these precepts is that a leader must desire to be the relational leader
advocated by historians and futurists.
Leaders and organizations interested in developing relational leaders must take a longerrange view that business, and society in general, require these types of leaders to stay viable and
counter the some of the disconcerting trends identified in Chapter 1 such as large scale job
displacement due to technology, increasing levels of narcissism, and declining levels of empathy
and engagement in community. This may be a tall order for short-term, profit-driven
organizations.

Framework for Constructing a Prototype

As indicated previously, developing consciousness can be a slow, gradual process and
should be viewed as an ongoing journey. Yet, along the journey, it may be valuable for
individuals to leverage perceptual frameworks to pinpoint their current stage and identify a
developmental approach and possible outcomes.
Human development theory offers many possible perceptual frameworks. Most academic
human development theories that rely on scientific data and conceptual integration are generally
thought to be universal. Some also contain perceptual models that could be applied to the
development of conscious empathy. The models that stem from these theories generally depict
development as occurring in clearly defined, unique, cumulative stages. Here, it may be helpful
to recall that many human development theories were developed based on studies of children.
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The type of adult human development model required is constructivist in nature,
emphasizing experience, self-knowledge, and ongoing learning, and one that takes an epigenetic
viewpoint. Epigenetics borrows from Gestalt psychology and acknowledges that a higher level of
complexity emerges from the synthesis of individual viewpoints that is qualitatively different
from the individual viewpoints themselves. Underlying this dialectical notion of synthesis is that
the emergent viewpoint cannot be reduced back to individual parts. As a result, we are changed
by our interactions with others, poignantly noted in Rank’s work. If we focus on adult
development models that meet the criterion outlined, juxtapose the models with Lonergan-Rank
insights that are related to empathy, we arrive at a prototype for a model for empathic
consciousness that offers an approach to enhancing conscious empathy in cross-cultural
leadership.
Two specific human development models discussed in Chapter 4 are Robert Kegan’s
self-authorship model,3 and Milton Bennett’s Development Model of Intercultural Sensitivity
(DMIS).4 Both models align and extend key ideas of Lonergan and Rank and were tested over
decades,5 providing pragmatic utility since Lonergan and Rank did not document case studies
that could validate the efficacy of their approaches.
Kegan’s conceptual model offers a developmental structure for higher-order
consciousness that can result in a self-authored identity, which addresses the differentiation
between self and other that empathy requires. His theory brings together ideas from constructivedevelopment and psychoanalysis into a development process that can help adults gain an internal
locus of control,6 by examining how they construe their thinking, feeling, and relating
experiences.7 Specifically, self-authorship includes an active interpersonal process of meaning
making that goes on between individuals, which can result in a qualitatively different order of
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consciousness.8 In Kegan’s scheme, individuals take responsibility and become active in
evolving their meaning-making structure toward the goal of being self-authored. Applied to
empathy, one begins with his foundation of self-knowledge as the basis for empathizing. As he
constructs his interpretation of another’s person experience, he realizes that it is simply that – an
interpretation that needs to be tested and refined. A key aspect of self-authoring involves
returning to oneself to reflect on learnings to consider the implications for one’s own meaningmaking structure. John Dunne referred to this self-reflexive process as passing over, whereby
one empathizes by imaginatively passing over to another perspective to gain insight and then
returning to self to question, reflect, and integrate the insights to enrich his own life and expand
his sense of self.9 I am proposing that, in this passing over process, what is being reflected upon
is one’s own pattern of meaning making and relating based on what was learned from
empathizing with another. Cross-cultural interactions, with their inherent plethora of differences,
provide a particularly rich learning opportunity to pass over and begin to expand the way we
know. By remaining open, questioning, considering alternative worldviews, and reflecting on
differences, individuals can enrich and expand their own meaning-making repertoire. When both
individuals in a relationship become active agents in the process, they are able to co-create a
qualitatively new order of consciousness and shared meaning that can become the basis for the
ongoing relationship. In this sense, self-authorship more fully completes the work of Lonergan
and Rank.
Bennett’s DMIS is another model that can inform the development of empathy.The
DMIS illustrates behaviors in a developmental continuum that can help learners better construe,
internalize, and adapt to cultural differences as they attempt to understand others. The
assumption of multiple realities underpins the model. Bennett argues that the ethnocentric
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tendency to focus on similarities suggests a singular reality and ignores or downplays the
importance of human differences.10 He uses the Golden Rule to challenge the conventional
manner in which many people are taught to think about others. Rather than treating others as we
would like to be treated, he suggests a different approach, the Platinum Rule, whereby we treat
others more like they would like to be treated. This perspectival distinction is particularly
instructive for empathy.
In the Adaptation phase of the DMIS, one has recognized and internalized differences
sufficiently such that he is able to get a feel, or empathize, with another culture, thus allowing
him to appropriately adapt his behavior. With greater experimentation across a variety of
individuals and settings, one may be able to develop multiple meaning-making identities such
that one is no longer defined by his own culture.11 The DMIS has been used to successfully train
leaders to make better distinctions in the area of cultural differences and may be instructive in
developing empathy. By applying DMIS at an individual level rather than at a cultural level and
focusing on patterns of consciousness as the category of differentiation, I have constructed a
prototype of a developmental model of empathic consciousness (DMEC). The purpose of the
prototype is to illustrate how the research can be synthesized into an application that could be
used in leadership development and other educational settings.

Development Model of Empathic Consciousness

The scaffolding for DMEC was created from ideas from Kegan and Bennett. Kegan’s
notion of developing consciousness toward the overarching objective of self-authorship provides
goal direction for the DMEC. Bennett’s intercultural development progressions, which
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emphasize the exploration and internalization of differences as a process to be experienced and
communicated, provided the constructivist framework needed for cross-cultural contexts.
The DMEC was then populated with self-reflexive development strategies relevant to
empathy drawn from Lonergan and Rank. These development strategies primarily focus on the
motivation for empathy, a grounded self-knowledge, a nonjudgmental attitude, and relational
listening skills. The first objective is to provide a process to empathize. Although empathizing
may appear more like a natural skill such as listening, walking, or talking, the model suggests
novel approaches that have leaders stepping outside of conventional ways of thinking and
addressing problems. In addition, each step of the model builds capabilities necessary before
moving to the next successive stage. Such development progressions are evident in numerous
human development models and in the work of Rank and Lonergan.
The second objective is to help the leader create a personal epistemology resulting in a
more stable foundation of self when empathizing cross-culturally. Stability here does not mean
rigidity; rather, it necessitates flexibility so that one can pass over to another individual’s sense
making without forgetting how to make the way back to one’s own. Like Lonergan and Rank,
Kegan holds the view that individuals who take possession of their construction of reality can
evolve their higher order of consciousness, giving them better contextual intelligence to scan
new situations and people more effectively.12 As discussed, consciousness is what allows us to
think and act volitionally.13 Kegan reminds his readers that no one is born with this higher-order
consciousness, but contends it can be intentionally developed.14 Further, he suggests that in the
journey towards self-authorship, differentiation in consciousness always precedes integration.15
Bennett operationalizes this notion of differentiation by providing a framework for how to make
these finer distinctions to understand someone who is culturally different.16 The synthesis of the
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ideas from all four scholars may suggest that the ultimate objective of DMEC is to develop a
self-authored multi-cultural identity.

The process model recognizes that, although the experience of consciousness is private
and subjective, the data of consciousness is nevertheless identifiable and measurable in various
levels in an upward spiral.17 By following a recursive cycle of attending, identifying,
understanding, and self-authoring, self-reflexive leaders can gain proficiency in making
distinctions in their own consciousness patterns as well as in detecting patterns in others. Each
step in the x-axis of the process represents greater levels of self-reflexive proficiency, achieved
by questioning one’s meaning-making operations. The content of the self-reflexive activity is
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represented on the y-axis. For example, in the attending stage, the individual asks thoughtful
questions of his motivation, self-knowledge, tendencies to judge, and patterns of relational
listening. Greater practice and familiarity with the process of attending to both the x- and y-axes
can lead to greater facility in empathizing with others.
The framework reconciles the ontological issue of an essentialized view of self, or a fixed
self, by acknowledging that it is the ongoing self-reflexive process and dialectical interaction
between individuals that creates dynamic understanding and meaning that can then be acted
upon. Lonergan and Rank were careful to instruct their readers to avoid reductionist or relativist
explanations of self. The objective is not to search backwards for a fixed truth or intrinsic trait in
self or others but to operate in the present and dynamically create meaning with others. For that
reason, the DMEC uses the term self-knowledge, rather than self-awareness. The latter connotes
an awareness of an essentialized self that is discovered by and for oneself, rather than seeing self
as being dynamically created through the dialogue and relating with others. Viewed in that light,
we may perceive cognitional and relating patterns in others that are shared or expressed as
tentative observations or hypotheses to be tested, refined, or co-created. Making finer
distinctions in self and others in situ can help one adapt appropriately in the given context.
Through learning activities presented throughout this study, by and employing DMEC, leaders
may be able to discover their unique approach to empathizing and creating mindset shifts that
propel them toward a self-authored, multicultural identity. Each of the key steps in the process is
described below.

Description of Process Steps in Empathic Consciousness
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The four process steps in the DMEC are underpinned by the theoretical protocols offered
by Lonergan and Rank. Both scholars developed their approaches based on the here-and-now
experiential phenomenon of consciousness. As such the process steps in the model are written as
action verbs of attending, identifying, understanding, and self-authoring. As suggested in
Bennett’s framework, each development step involves a greater experience of difference. In the
DMEC, the difference one experiences as he progresses through the model reveals the pattern of
consciousness of the other, rather than cultural differences. Consciousness operations follow a
similar process across all cultures.
In each of the process steps described next, I overview the key components involved,
including the key objective, learner motivation, self-knowledge, non-judgmental attitude and
relational listening approach that characterizes the step. Readers interested in gaining more
granularity with various elements in the steps can refer back to more detailed explanation of
Lonergan and Rank methods discussed in Chapter 3. Although empathy is art as much as
science, I also provide examples of learning activities that might illustrate the nature of the
learning approach. It is perhaps worth noting that much of empathy is about attending to and
regulating self so that one can be truly present to another. As such, a fruitful objective in using
the DMEC with others is to have learners construct their own individualized model of conscious
empathy using DMEC as a springboard.

Attending
In the first step of the process model, the overarching objective is to establish a
connection with the other person. The Latin origin of attend is attendere or to “stretch toward.”
Focusing on commonalities with the other and considering the dialogical environment are two
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basic approaches of stretching one’s mind toward the other. As noted throughout the literature
presented in this study, commonalities can act as a building block for empathy. Once a
connection is established, the focus moves to observing the perceptual processes of meaning
making and relating in the other, while holding awareness of one’s own tendencies.
The motivation in the attending step is the desire to understand the other person. Without
that desire, empathy is thwarted. A well-grounded sense of self allows the listener to know and
own his own patterns of thinking and relating and stay within his limits. He is conscious of how
his behavior impacts others. A non-judgmental attitude manifests first as an acceptance of self to
a sufficient degree so that he can pass over to the reality of another. Rank suggested that such
self-acceptance is not purely an intellectual process but comes about as one learns to express
rather than deny or justify emotions.18
Once one can accept rather than criticize oneself, he can operate with an authentic respect
for the other person’s expression of self as legitimate. The listener is mindful to receive the other,
including feelings that may emerge from images during the interaction. The listener seeks to
understand the goals that matter to the other and initially keeps questions focused on the here and
now. The patterns in the other’s speech, emotions, and sense making are observed without
comment. One is simply attending to the other.

Identifying
In the second step of the process model, the objective is to begin to form hypotheses of
how the other creates meaning through his way of inquiry, understanding, relating, and
expressing self. These hypotheses are formed from multiple interactions so that patterns can be
formed and observed.
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The motivation in the identifying stage is a willingness to surrender to another or set
aside one’s own identity to receive another. Not surprisingly, a disciplined level of selfknowledge is required to simultaneously be present to another and experience oneself making
distinctions in the other’s patterns of thinking and relating.19 Bennett has a particularly pragmatic
way of operationalizing this challenging process.20 He suggests that we begin with the
assumption of differences or multiple realities. Then he suggests we imagine an arbitrary
boundary between ourselves and others. Our self-knowledge, or how we define our identity,
represents knowledge of our boundary. When we want to suspend self, he suggests that rather
than focus on the content of our boundary or identity, that we focus on the boundary itself which
we can modify or expand at will. When the self-boundary is extended or retracted, we are able to
step outside ourselves more easily.
Questions at this stage move beyond simply experiencing to gaining more intelligence
about those experiences. Questions of what, why, how, and what for work best. As one looks for
differences, he recognizes the other has the right to be different. This may require him to be able
to access rational and non-rational modalities of sense making, and to move beyond data and
facts to identify connections that might point to the meaning the other may be attributing to their
experience. The listener must have some comfort with ambiguity and spontaneity so that he can
gain familiarity with what the other wants, needs, and is affirming or denying. The listener notes
the reaction patterns in speech and behavior, and the relational style of uniting and separating
that is characteristic of all relationships.

Understanding
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The objective in the third step is to exhaust all questions, critically reflect, synthesize, and
evaluate to reach a clear judgment of what probable meaning the other is creating. It is at this
stage where insights surface on their own. Experienced empathizers may be able to execute the
understanding process in real time, but others may need separation from the interaction to allow
time to reflect. Pauses or silence can serve as separation strategies.
The motivation in the understanding stage is a willingness to explore and appreciate
different patterns of meaning making and relating. Tolerance is not the desired motivation as
tolerance implies enduring another’s perspective that one may not necessarily hold. Appreciating
another’s way of meaning making and relating results in a sense of knowing how another could
arrive at their patterns.
Questions at this stage move us beyond what we may consider reasonable or true for
ourselves to what another holds as reasonable or true for himself. As one empathizes, he
experiences himself making judgments at the same time that he stands apart from his own pattern
of thinking and relating. He reflects with detached objectivity, noting patterns and their probable
meanings. The ability to hold one's own and other viewpoints simultaneously may not come
naturally and requires patience and disciplined practice. After exhausting all questions, one
synthesizes and makes connections across multiple perspectives to arrive at his own sense of
knowing.
Gaining this more relational listening style will likely take practice and guidance from a
more experienced practitioner since listening is identified in literature as one of the least
developed leader skills. The objective of relational listening is to help the leader learn to
reorganize his reality and detect unfamiliar patterns sufficiently to adapt his behavior
appropriately for the context. Given the wide variety of contextual variables, relational listening
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strategies are boundless. However, several efficacious and innovative approaches have been
mentioned in the literature review in Chapters 2 and 3.
Experiencing the relationship and communicating the denied emotions of the other is one
approach described in Rank’s will therapy. As a reminder, Rank suggests that denial or
rationalization of emotions in the moment characterizes most interactions. By simultaneously
verbalizing the denied emotion in the context of the relating produces a first cause that allows the
individuals to co-create new understanding.
At times a leader may want to patiently hold the silence to allow the other to feel the
meaning being created inside himself that might follow. Silence is a powerful and under-utilized
relational listening strategy, particularly in business. A more reflective, phenomenological
approach might be to hold and ruminate on questions to allow the answers to gently emerge on
their own.
Thespians and other performing artists must enact these alternative realities as a matter of
course. Adopting some of their training techniques as described in Chapter 2 may prove to be
fruitful and enjoyable for leaders. Regardless of approach, the outcome sought is clarity of
probable meaning of the other’s construction of meaning, since meaning is what gets acted upon.

Self-Authoring
Self-authoring has two primary objectives. The first is to reach a decision that informs
how one should adapt appropriately to the perspectives and behavior of the other. The second
objective is to step away from the interaction and reflect on the other’s way of meaning making
and relating to determine if there are insights or learnings that may be valuable to adopt in the
other’s approach. We may think of these two processes as moral constructivism combined with
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ontological realism. That is, we consider what we know we should do with what is realistic to do
within the constraints of nature and social willingness. While this may sound idealistic,
corporations often espouse something similar with the notion of “best idea wins,” whereby an
open, rigorous exploration of a diversity of viewpoints occurs with the objective of having the
group generate viable alternatives to vexing human challenges. Naturally these adoptions of
others’ ideas whether occurring at an individual or group level, are not fixed but always open to
revision. The more salient point perhaps is that empathy, and the meaning making that results,
are moved from a private to a public dialogue.
Questions at this stage move us beyond what we learn to be true for another to what one
values and holds true for oneself. As one appropriates what he has learned from others from
multiple interactions over time, he can expand his repertoire of perspectives and behaviors, and
perhaps evolve his identity, which allows him to relate to different people and different contexts.
As the reader may have noted, each stage requires a greater level of motivation. In selfauthoring, one desires to act consistently with what he knows. Implied in this desire is a sense of
value of what he considers to be good. As one experiences himself deciding and taking
responsibility for his invention of the other’s experience and meaning, he is aware that when that
viewpoint is shared with the other, he may be wrong. He must be willing to be vulnerable, accept
criticism, or consider an alternative point of view that he had not considered. Therefore, his
interpretation is best presented as a tentative observation or question that is meant to be tested
through dialogue with the other. Some of the strategies for remaining tentative that were
suggested earlier in this study include staying in the present moment in the relationship with
another; adopting Socratic ignorance; and knowing own limitations so we know when we have
reached a boundary. Ideally, this awareness helps us avoid slipping into an ethnocentric stance.
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Evaluating DMEC

Evaluating the efficacy of the DMEC will require a longitudinal study. However, we can
begin to evaluate the model based on user experience. John Dewey’s experience continuum may
prove to be useful.21 Dewey’s constructivist learning approach embedded in the continuum offers
a way to differentiate our experiences and interactions more holistically to include the
intellectual, physical, emotional, and moral.22 As a reminder, Dewey saw experience as the basis
for learning and development.23 The nature of experience is that every experience is a moving
force and builds upon and lives on in other experiences.24 Although the impact of an experience
is not always readily visible, ideally the direction is toward and into higher levels of experience.
As we progress in the DMEC, we are looking for two things that impact the quality of the
relationship or the experience as Dewey suggested – the agreeableness or disagreeableness of the
interaction, and its ability to influence later experiences.25 Experiences that build better habits, in
the form of behaviors, intellectual and emotional attitudes, sensitivities, and relationships, are the
type of experiences that promote greater growth.26
To establish the efficacy of the model beyond the initial quality and direction of the
relational experiences, stories gathered through a longitudinal study can identify sustainable
changes. A variety of approaches could achieve this outcome. For example, phenomenological
interviews that ask the leader to reconstruct specific lived experiences that describe how he or
she empathized is one approach. Although the questioning would need to be open ended, the
interviewer can listen for mental and behavioral shifts that occurred between levels of
consciousness and identify the actions associated with those shifts. At a macro level,
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interviewers can also listen for an increase in higher-order strategies that give the leader learn-tolearn strategies that can be applied to other social situations or contexts. These observations and
insights could help refine the model and, more importantly, support leaders who are interested in
developing greater empathic consciousness.

Conclusion

This study began by identifying a growing call for more empathy in business and society,
individually and collectively. Globalization, technology, mobility, and immigration have blurred
the lines that have historically separated people and cultures. Businesses are also facing
unprecedented economic, technological, social, and national security threats. At the same time
society looks to organizational leaders to model the type of communication that demonstrates
greater appreciation, respect, and understanding of others, suggesting that organizations may
need to rethink the ethnocentric approaches that have been found to characterize a significant
portion of US leaders. Emphasizing profit at all costs or operating with a zero sum gain
mentality may not advance the viability of the organization or society in the long term. Although
most of the global trends discussed are beyond the control of any one organization, all
organizations have control over how they prepare and equip their leaders with enhanced
relational skills that are necessary in a more global, connected, and multicultural world.
The motivation of this project was to understand the construct of empathy in a more
coherent and relevant way. I quickly discovered that empathy has been historically defined and
researched through a positivist or relativist paradigm, leading to a plethora of ontological,
epistemological, and methodological challenges since no unifying definition, measure, or
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understanding of the construct exists. Criticism of the academic impasse to a more
comprehensive treatment of the development of empathy is pointless without a viable alternative.
I suggested that we may need to address the desire for more empathy with a better way to
empathize. This study proposed a third alternative, defining empathy through a constructivist
lens as a dialectical process of understanding one’s meaning making.
The research on empathy has been conducted by scholars from different traditions, in
isolation, and at times in conflict with each other. Not surprisingly, I found empathy to be a
multidimensional construct. I then explored and identified the enduring strands of empathy
across multiple disciplines, with a particular focus on development and found examples of
developing specific aspects of empathy in the social sciences. Developing empathy in a more
holistic fashion would need to consider a number of these enduring themes to expand the
possibilities for the condition of empathy, such as: 1) developing self-reflexive skills that deepen
self-knowledge, which can serve as a stable base from which to shift perspectives in crosscultural interactions; 2) broadening listening capabilities that allow one to hold self and other in
tensile unity, as well as recognize cognitional and relating patterns in others; 3) recognizing
limitations in self as a strategy to remain nonjudgmental; 4) attending to one’s motivation for
empathizing, and 5) using self-reflexive consciousness as a pathway for development, since
empathy is not possible without consciousness.
Although I used a constructivist approach in the project, I also identified the need to
utilize the biology of empathy to a greater degree. While there are no doubt numerous
differences in how other cultures organize their constructions of reality, there are also numerous
commonalities evidenced in biological, cognitional, and emotional processes that can be the
basis for enhancing empathy. This is particularly important in a global society characterized by
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combative polarizations where a single word can trigger outrage. Thus, I have concluded in my
own personal epistemology that human constructions are made within the parameters established
by nature. In this sense this study reflects a more realist version of constructivism, as defined by
earlier constructivist theorists.
As a means to demonstrate how the research of empathy could be applied, I introduced
the construct of empathic consciousness, which I define as a fully differentiated self-reflexive
consciousness. Empathic consciousness is meant to represent the polymorphic nature of
consciousness and the objective of developing conscious empathy.
To carry the application forward, I offered a prototype for developing conscious empathy,
which synthesized what I saw to be the most salient enduring themes of empathy across the
literature as well as the theoretical and applied approaches for enhancing human understanding
and developing consciousness offered by four scholars. The model is not meant to offer any
unifying theory or approach to empathy, but rather to offer a starting place for greater
experimentation in an educational setting. In the spirit in which both Lonergan and Rank offered
their ideas, I would suggest that the learner who follows the model, customize his own
individualized version of conscious empathy. The objective is not to teach a specific process or
doctrine, but rather help leaders grapple with their own way of arriving at reality. If leaders can
gain their own stable base of self-knowledge and approach to empathy, I contend that allows
them to enact better outcomes in their personal and work lives.
Dewey’s experience continuum is suggested as an initial strategy to report the utility of
the model. Since consciousness is a first-person phenomenon, self-report will be the primary
method of determining efficacy. Efficacy can be evaluated by its utility in helping create mindset
shifts that allow one to experience self and others in more complex ways and to adapt and
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perform more effectively in cross-cultural contexts. Individuals who report and demonstrate an
expanded sense of identity or multiple identities might suggest that the approach has facilitated
the type of self-authored multicultural identity that the model aspires to create.

.
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Appendix A: Historical Questions, Definitions, and Insights of Empathy
This table illustrates the various research questions, definitions, and insights of seminal scholars
who have studied the nature of empathy.
Source/Year
Discipline

Level of
Inquiry/Key
Question(s)

Definition of Empathy

Insights

Titchener,
Edward
(1867–1927)

What is the nature of
empathy and the
relationship between
kinesthetic sensation
and images?

The tendency to imaginatively
feel oneself into a situation whose
meaning is carried by kinesthetic
sensation and images (1915,
198). A process of humanizing
objects, and of reading and
feeling ourselves into them
(1924, 417).

Empathy manifests in visual
images that produce a muscular
sensation; immediate grasping of
a visual; and in understanding
another as they understand
themselves.

What is the function
and nature of what
other scholars refer
to as empathy?

Empathy is understanding what is
inherently foreign to our ego in
other people (1989, 50). Empathy
is a biological ability that fulfills
the need for affiliation and reestablishes a primitive, innate
unity that humans experienced in
earlier history of the race (1989,
49).

Humans are first driven to
imitate, then to empathize as a
self-preservation technique to
help avoid and conquer anxiety
(1989, 66–67). Identification is
the earliest expression of an
emotional tie with the other and
underpins empathy (1989, 46).
The path of empathy leads from
identification, by way of
imitation, to empathy (1989, 53).

How do we
understand another’s
cognitive and social
experience?

Empathy is a rational process that
is a form of role-taking. The
process can be described as, “we
feel with him and we are able to
feel ourselves into the other
because we have, by our own
attitude, aroused in ourselves the
attitude of the person we are
assisting” (1934, 299).

Role-taking is a skill acquired
through social interaction. It is an
internal, imaginative activity that
involves simultaneous speaking
and listening.

How we do
understand the
essence and
existence of
ourselves and others?

Empathy is participating in a
dynamic, living, dialogical
process of another. “To glide
with one’s own feeling into the
dynamic structure of an object, a
pillar, or a crystal or the branch
of a tree, or even of an animal or
a man, and as it were to trace it
from within…to transpose
oneself over there in there”
(1948, 97).

By treating others as equals in a
I/Thou relationship, we can
aesthetically absorb ourselves in
the other.

Cognitive
Psychology

Freud,
Sigmund
(1856–1939)
Psychology

Mead, George
Herbert
(1863–1931)
Social
Psychology

Buber, Martin
(1878–1965)
Philosophy
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A unified self is possible only
through relations with others.

Source/Year
Discipline
Reik, Theodore
(1888–1969)
Psychology
Rank, Otto
(1884–1939)
Psychology
Rogers, Carl
(1902–1987)
Counseling
Psychology

Wispé, Lauren
(1918–2002)
Psychology
Hoffman,
Martin
(1929–)
Cognitive
Biology
Eisenberg,
Nancy
(1950–)

Level of Inquiry/Key
Question(s)
How do we
understand another’s
unconscious
processes?

Definition of Empathy

Insights

The act of empathy is
introjection, which is an
unconscious to unconscious
communication process, (1949,
479).

Instincts can tell us more than
conscious intelligence when we
are trying to understand someone
foreign to us.

How can we
understand what
drives another’s
emotional nature?

Spontaneous and unique
interaction that allows one to
have an immediate understanding
of experience. (1952; 1968).

Verbalizing the conscious will is
key to creating understanding.

How can we
accurately predict
another’s internal
frame of reference?

Empathy is “to perceive the
internal frame of reference of
another with accuracy and with
the emotional components and
meanings which pertain thereto
as if one were the person” (1980,
210); and communicate this
empathic understanding to the
client (1951, 29).

Nonjudgmental and authentic
interaction characterizes true
empathy. Experiential knowing
of another involves visceral
reactions, feelings and thoughts
and words (Rogers 1980, 6).

What is the history of
empathy that can be
codified into a
unifying definition to
guide future
research?

The attempt of one self-aware
self to comprehend
unjudgmentally the positive and
negative experiences of another
self (1986, 321).

Key aspects of various
definitions include selfawareness, a nonjudgmental
attitude, and cognitive role
taking.

How do we define
empathy as a
psychological and
neurological process?

“An affective response more
appropriate to another’s situation
than with his own” (2000, 4).

Affective resonance, rather than
empathic accuracy, is key to the
process of empathizing.

What is the nature of
empathy and its
relationship to moral
development?

Empathy is “an affective
response that stems from the
apprehension or comprehension
of another’s emotional state or
condition, which is similar to
what the other person is feeling
or would be expected to feel in
the given situation” (2000, 665).

Emotional empathy is a key part
of moral development.

What is the unifying
mechanism that
connects the biology
and psychology of
empathy?

In empathy, “the perception of an
object’s state automatically
activates the subject’s
corresponding representation,
which in turn automatically
activate the associated automatic
and somatic responses unless
inhibited” (2002, 4).

A neural Perception Action
Mechanism is thought to be the
connection between the
automatic and representational
aspects of empathy. Empathy is
biology.

Moral
Psychology

de Waal, Frans
(1948–)
Biology
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Source/Year
Discipline
Decety, Jean
(1960–)
Cognitive
Biology
Bennett, Milton
(1946-)
Intercultural
Communication
Gallese,
Vittorio
(1959–)
Biology and
Phenomenology

Level of Inquiry/Key
Question(s)
How can the
complex behavior of
empathy be
understood using an
evolutionary,
neuroscience, and
psychology lens?
What definition of
empathy accounts for
cultural differences
and multiple
realities?

Definition of Empathy

Insights

“Empathy is the ability to
experience and understand what
others feel without confusion
between oneself and others”
(2006, 1146).

Self–other differentiation is
essential to empathy. Higher
forms of empathy involve lower
forms.

“The imaginative intellectual and
emotional participation in another
person’s experience.”
(2013, 223)

Empathy is concerned with
experience, perspective and
participation in another’s
differences rather than placement
in another’s position.

What is the biology
and phenomenology
of empathy and how
does it work?

Empathy is a bodily resonance
that creates a “second self” that
gives a vivid experience of the
other and at the same time gives
one an experience of himself
(2014, 5).

One first perceives another
bodily.
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Appendix B – Field of Consciousness Observational Categories

Field of
Function and Characteristics
Consciousness

Example

Biological

Biologic drive to survive. Pattern relies
on relationships that link outer senses,
memory, emotions, conations, and
body movements.

There is an increased consciousness
when a biological need is not met.
Focus is extraverted and concerned
with external conditions and
opportunities.

Aesthetic

Desire for spontaneous, self-justifying
joy and freedom. Liberates one from
the drag of biological purposiveness
and need for intellectual facts and
proof. Can generate wonder and a spirit
of inquiry.

Joy of free experience and
intellectual creation that may come
from music, play, sports, delicious
food, etc.

Intellectual

Desire to relentlessly persevere to
know and understand the whole of
what one is trying to grasp. Immerses
oneself in detail, generates contrary
possibilities, and responds precisely
and quickly to the exigencies of mind.

Scholarly or any deep cognitive
activity requiring alertness to
distinctions and subtle
classifications.

Dramatic

Embodiment of a style of living that
forms one’s character. Strives to
discover and perform a role that meets
self and societal expectations.

Choice of a dignified profession or
role that may be inspired by
example and emulation, whereby
one receives respect and admiration
by others.

Source: Lonergan, 2008, 205–14.
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GLOSSARY
Commonsense

Incomplete knowledge and remains that way until someone raises a question
that challenges the status quo. Lonergan, 2008, 200.

Consciousness

“A private, first-person phenomenon that brings together an object and self
into a unified mental pattern.” Damasio, 1999, 4, 11–12.

Decision

An act of self-consciousness that is motivated by wanting consistency
between knowing and doing. Lonergan, 2008, 636.

Feeling

The private, mental experience of an emotion that is made known by
consciousness. Damasio, 1999, 42, 56.

Horizon

Horizon is the boundary between what is known and not known. It is a
paradox between the unrestricted desire to know and what can be known.
Lonergan, 2008, 662.

Introspection

“The process of objectifying the contents of consciousness.” Lonergan, 1971,
8.

Judgment

An act of rational consciousness motived by a pure desire to know. Lonergan,
2008, 636.

Pattern

The record of one’s past and how self has successfully solved a problem.
Patterns of experience are formed into stories. Bateson, 1988, 12–15.

Rational selfconsciousness

An enlarged state of consciousness that occurs when a person reaches a
decision that creates a sense of obligation for consistency between knowing
and doing. It is an act of will that shifts one from knowing to doing.
Lonergan, 2008, 638.

Selfappropriation

To take possession of the process and patterns by which we arrive at
judgments and decisions. Lonergan, 2003, 6–7

Selfconsciousness

“Consciousness with a sense of self,” which occurs when an individual is
present to himself. Damasio, 1999, 19.

Transcendental
Method

“A basic pattern of operations employed in every cognitional enterprise.”
Lonergan, 2003, 4.

Will

An indivisible part of character and identity and the underlying expression of
self. Rank, 1968, 212.
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